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1.1 MAKKAHAL-MOKARRAMA H (UM. AL-QUORA) .

Cities are centers for many functions that embody the meaning
of civilization such as commerce, culture, eduction, administration,
production, defense, communication and recreation. Another
classification of a city as a center of civilization is best proposed by
Harris and Ulman (as cited in Makky 1979) suggesting that a city should
fall into one of these three functional types:

1) A city with a central location providing surrounding areas with
services.

2) A city with an advanced transportational system vital for
surrounding regions.

3) A city with an important factor (a mine, major manufacturer ...)
giving it a specialized description (pg. 11 -14) .

A city may have more than one of these characteristics due to
interrelationships between all functions. A city with specialized
functions will grow to become a central place that provides a wide range
of services to people working in that speciality, which, in turn, will
grow into a transportation city for surrounding regions, and so on.

While, Cities tend to have many functions in common, other
factors play a great role in the determination of the function of a city.
The site, the people, the development and the history contribute largely
to the functions of a city. Hence, the classification of a city should be
based on its functions. This statement is clearly reflected by the
Sacred City of Islam in Saudi Arabia, Makkah. Makkah, is the "Qibla" for
all Muslims throughout the world; they face it daily when they perform
the rites of their five daily prayers. Moreover, Makkah is the destination
of millions of Muslims during the once in a lifetime Pilgrimage.

Although Makkah has no significance with regards to material
fortunes, the presence of the Ka'ba, the House of Allah (God), has
greatly influenced the situation of Makkah - in addition to other Islamic
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factors - making the city a sacred territory and a center of spiritual and
religious importance.

Due to the yearly visits to the sacred Mosque as a focal point for
all Arab tribes since prophet Abraham, Makkah grew through the
spiritual importance it gained.

So from wheresoever
Thou starts forth, turn
Thy face in the direction
Of the Sacred Mosque;
And wheresoever ye are,
Turn your face thither:
That there be no ground
Of dispute against you
Among the people.
( Sura 1 , Verse 150 )
[ Holy Qur -an Verses ]

.J -- , , ,- , ,. .
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1.2 THE HAJJ IN HISTORY .

The Hajj is the Muslims' pilgrimage to the K'aba (The Old House
of God) at Makkah and its Holy surrounding valleys: Arafat, Muna,
Muzdalifa. The word "Hajj" has different meanings in the Arabic
language, but according to Sharia (Islamic Canonical Law), it means
proceeding to Makkah during a certain time to perform the practices
and rituals specified to Muslims by God through his messenger
(Albenaa, 1986, Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol.15, pg. 30 -33).

The Hajj is the fifth pillar of Islam. Every Muslim, male and
female, who is physically and financially capable, is required to perform
the Hajj at least once in his or her lifetime (Encyclopaedia Britannica,
vol.12, pg. 663).

Pilgrimage thereto is a duty
men owe to Allah -
Those who can afford
The journey; but if any
Deny faith, Allah stands not
In need of any of His creatures.
( Sura 2 , Verse 97 )
[ Holy Qur -an Verses ]

' tr.lr!sr.i.. .::.+u w ..t.:t

,..JI-rlJl,út:,,l:

Every year, about two to three million Muslim pilgrims from
many countries of the world gather at Makkah to perform the Hajj in
the month of Dhul -HWah (the Hajj month), which is the last month of
the Islamic year).

Historically, about 2,000 B.C, the prophet Abraham and his son
Isma'il, rebuilt the K'aba. After the building was completed, Abraham
performed the first Hajj. It has been repeated each year since that time
and will continue to be performed until the last day of earth. It is
believed that Omar Ibn Rabia' Al- Koza'i (The head of the tribe Koza'a
around 155 A.D.) was the first to deviate from the traditionally correct
practices of Hay. These deviations continued until Prophet Mohammad
conquered Makkah. Hence, the Hajj to Makkah has been performed
continually since the time of Abraham (Albenaa, 1986).

The Prophet's farewell pilgrimage took place in the year 632
A.D. About 200,000 Muslims attended this pilgrimage. For over 13
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centuries, with pilgrim access to Makkah limited to sea travel to Jeddah
and then by land, on foot or on camel, the annual numbers of pilgrims
increased very little. Official records for the 1950 Hajj indicate a total of
250,000 pilgrims (Ahlan Wasahlan, 1987). However, pilgrim numbers
have increased over the past thirty years, swelling dramatically in the
past 20 years to reach 2.5 million (Ministry of Finance & National
Economy, 1980). More details about the pilgrimage history are
presented in Chapter II .

According to Waller (1985), there are three explanations for this
increase :

1. Most third world Islamic countries have experienced a
population explosion and a religious renaissance.

2. Most Islamic countries have improved economically from
the energy crisis and the price of oil . More Islamic expatriates work in
Saudi Arabia and have the means to perform the Hajj.

3. The development of long -distance air travel, along with
travel agencies and information services, has further encouraged
pilgrims to observe the Hajj (Edmund, 1985).

By 2005 A.D. 3.73 million pilgrims are expected to travel to
Makkah and the Holy Environs for Hajj (Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs, 1985) .
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1.3 THE HAJJ AND ITS MODERN CRISIS

Pilgrimage consists of ritual observances and the activities
associated with it. One can say that everything except the Rite is
infrastructure, since it must facilitate the carrying out of the Rite. A
uniqueness of the pilgrimage to Makkah stems from the fact that all -

kinds of pilgrim' activities, down to the smallest detail, receive a
religious distinction because they follow in principle the example of
Prophet Muhammad whose pilgrimage to Makkah has been described
minutely by contemporaries. In this way ritual activities, prescribed
after Prophet Muhammad, form a comprehensive liturgy. The
infrastructure (i.e., everything not immediately belonging to religion),
was originally restricted to very few things like the bringing of market
stalls and tents, or the accommodation of pilgrims at the port of arrival
in Jeddah). The movements made by pilgrims when tracing the
footsteps of the Prophet as well as their visit in the tent cities (Arafat &
Muna) are part of this liturgy. This system of religious observances
covers a wide spectrum of activities, of which one part is duty, another
is recommended and yet another part in optional. From this basis a
relatively constant form of Hajj has materialized.

During the last twenty years an explosion of the numbers of
pilgrims has occurred and an infrastructure, founded on modern
technology, has developed and is threatening to partially suffocate the
Ritual.

The tent cities inevitably experience corresponding
developments; at enormous expense they are adapting to a new mass
tourism. As permanent buildings replace the tents, they threaten to
lose their typical light character. For 14 centuries any alternative to the
tents was unthinkable, because like riding and walking, they belonged
to the Holy Places and the liturgy.

Makkah now has to accommodate nearly three million pilgrims
who spend less than one month every year within its borders. The
problems that arise are unparalleled. They can be categorized as
problems in the Rite and those in the infrastructure. The latter are
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mainly problems of accommodation, transportation, provisions, sewage
and waste disposal. The technical problems in the Rites are mainly
congestion in the stream of pilgrims caused by massive over- crowding
and hindrances caused by motor vehicles and their infrastructures. The
extremely short duration of the use of all facilities, however, makes the
conditions quite unique. The lack of communication between
technology, theology and administration has led to a situation in which
the essential parts of the Hajj are fragmented. Facing this crisis, any
attempt to achieve a soundly established infrastructure must involve all
three parties together. Such a combined group would then attempt to
improve the infrastructure without hindering the rituals.
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2.1 THE ORIGINS OF THE HAJJ

The Ha11 or pilgrimage to Makkah is an ancient ritual. According
to an old legend, Adam, after the fall, came to earth in Makkah. He had
lost Eve and was desperate. After a time of repentance, he was guided
by inspiration to the First House of God (The Ka'ba), which God had
sent from Heaven as a sign of mercy to the place where it stands today
(Ebin Hisham, 1955, Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol.12, pg. 30 -33).

The first House (of worship)
Appointed for men was
That at Makkah: full of
Blessing and of guidance
For all the worlds."
( Sura 2 , Verse 96 )
[ Holy Qur -an Verses

Ílv.1;j ;' f),,u,s.,,,

There is only one stone left of the original; today the original
snow white "Black Stone" (Al -Hajar Al -Aswad ) is incorporated in the
east corner of the K'aba.. (Only through the sins of mortals did the Stone
become black). When Adam witnessed a chorus of angels circle the
Ka'ba, he also went around it seven times. After that, he was guided
into the valley of Arafat. There he found his wife Eve after a search of
two hundred years (Ebin Kathear, 1932). (One can still visit her
abandoned tomb in Jeddah). The legend claims that the Ka'ba had been
wiped away by the Great Flood ( Noah's Ark ), but its ruins lay buried for
a long time and the history of Makkah continues only with Abraham
(Ebin Hisham, 1955, Ebin Kathear, 1932) .

From biblical sources and from the Koran we learn the following:
Abraham sent his slave and second wife Hajer (bibi. Hagar) with Isma'il,
his first born son, into the barren valley. We read in the Bible about
Hajer's plight. She did not want to witness her child die of thirst. She
beseeched God to send water. The spring that brought forth water can
still be seen today in the court of the Great Mosque, where it gives to
the pilgrims the Holy Water "Zam -Zam ". The places where Isma'il and
his mother were are called Al -Safa and AI -Marwa and the pilgrims
relive the desperation of Hajer by running seven times between these
places. This is called Al -Sa'i.
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"O our Lord! I have made
Some of my offspring to dwell
In the valley without cultivation,
By Thy Sacred House;
In order, O our Lord! that they
may establish regular Prayer:
So fill the hearts of some
Among men with love towards them."
( Sura 14 , Verse 37 )
[ Holy Qur -an Verses ]

t
- JjV ¡

- t"

y . t:. . . t:1..i
(HP:)-)1-)

The Koran tells how Abraham, helped by Ismail, rebuilt and
cleaned the Ka'ba and how God told him to call all people to the
pilgrimage.

"And remember Abraham
And Isma'il raised
The foundations of the House
(With this prayes): "Our Lord!
Accept (this service) from us:
For Thou art the All- Hearing,
The All- Knowing."

oo

12.04

-f ú1;
'100.-'-1
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The Diagram of the Ka'ba as it is today.
all measurements in mettres

I Plan

IF Section

, .-.. -

The Blaack stone The Ka'ba's door CV

Source of Data; National Guide & Atlas of The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 1989.
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The Holy Places of Muna are reminders of Abraham's story: how
he drove away the devil when the devil tried to dissuade him from
sacrificing his son Isma'il. Three pillars of stone symbolize these places
in the valley of Muna, about an hour's walk northeast of Makkah. The
sacrifice that is made there during the Hajj is a reminder of this event
in the early history of Semitic monotheism. It is even said that the
Golden Fleece was the skin of the ram which Abraham sacrificed
instead of his son. These and many other biblical & koranic stories,
which have been handed down by word of mouth, combine in Makkah
to form a delicately woven legend. In the Pre- Islamic era the pilgrimage
to Makkah was the main ingredient of the pagan cult of Arabia. Makkah,
and especially the Ka'ba, were venerated throughout Arabia (Ebin
Hisham, 1955, Ebin Kathear, 1932, Al- Hakeem, 1984).

In the light of its history, it was natural that the inhabitants of
Makkah and the guardians of the holy places would be accorded
respect and consideration by the tribal society. The performance of
Hajj took place, according to tradition, in the lunar month of Dhu -al
Hÿa but was also connected with the seasonal trade activities. This
made two pre- conditions necessary: First, during the holy months Dhu-

Al Kada, Dhu -Al Hfja and Moharram, the unruly tribes of the Arabs, lived
in peace with each other. The powerful sanction of the deities and the
endorsement of the pantheon located in the Ka'ba were sufficient to
bring about security from raids, plunder and violence, which in normal
times would be regarded as a glorious exhibition of one's power. These
periods of truce, however, were prerequisites for the transport of goods
across Arabia and the observation of feasts and markets in Makkah and
its environs (Ebin Hisham, 1955, Ebin Kathear, 1932, Kaffry, 1980).

The second institution, typical for Arabia before conversion to
Islam, was called Nasi'i. This involved the alignment of the moon year
into the right season for purposes of trade. This was achieved by the
intercalculation of a lunar month - usually at Moharram, the first month
of the year and was necessary every two or three years under the
assumption that the Hajj month was still in the time prescribed for the
accomplishment of the pilgrimage. Idols were found over the entire
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area from Arafat through Muzdalifa and Muna to Makkah and the Ka'ba,
and various ceremonies were associated with the worship of each one of
them (Ebin Hisham, 1955, Ebin Kathear, 1932, Kaffry, 1980). Thus the
pre -Islamic Hajj was a complicated rite.

Muhammad, the Messenger of the Islamic religion, is regarded
by the Muslims as the follower of Abraham (and all other prophets sent
from God). He was called to cleanse Makkah of all heathen customs and
to set up the Hajj as one of the five basic obligations (pillars) of Islam.
These are:

1. To testify that there is no god but Allah, and that Muhammad is His Messenger.

2. To perform the rive daily prescribed prayers.

3. To fast during the month of Ramadhan.

4. To give alms (Zakat) .

5. To perform pilgrimage to Makkah (Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol.12, pg. 663).

The pilgrimage was decreed in the ninth year of the Hijra
(migration of the Prophet from Makkah to Medina). In this year the
Prophet sent his companion Abu Bakr as the leader of the Hajj
procession. In the 10th year the Prophet led the procession in his first
and last pilgrimage, Hajjat Al -Wida, (the farewell pilgrimage) during
which he demonstrated the manner in which the Hajj should be
performed and in Arafat gave his famous farewell speech setting out the
basic rules for Muslim social relations (Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol.12,
pg.664 -666; Kaffry, 1980) .

While on this pilgrimage, the Prophet received the last
revelation from God:

"Today I have completed for you
your religion and perfected. My
Grace and chosen Islam for you
as your religion."

(Sura 5, Verse 5).
[ Holy Qur -an Verses J.

, i ..+.rr
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2.2 ISLAMIC CHRONOLOGY

Islamic Chronology begins with the year in which Muhammad
had to leave Makkah and go to Medina (Arab. Al -Hgra) (622 A.D.) . So the
year 1990 A.D. in the Christian calendar becomes 1410 A.H. (Anno
Hegira). The Islamic calendar, by which the time of the Hajj is set,
corresponds to the orbit of the moon. One year consists of twelve
months, each one having about 29.53 days, a year thus has 354.367 days
compared to approximately 365.25 days in a solar year (Farsi, 1989).

A month begins when the new moon is first visible. This is
proclaimed by the authorities after it has been observed by two
witnesses. It is important to mention here, that an exact precalculation
of the time is not possible. A deviation of one or two days - as, for
example, through bad visibility of the moon - is easily possible. If the
moon cannot be sighted, the duration of the month is assumed to be
thirty days.

Because the lunar year is 10.87 days shorter than the solar year,
it moves once in 33.6 sun years through the seasons. That means that
the date of the pilgrimage appears 10 to 11 days earlier each solar year
and falls back to the same date after about 33 -34 sun- 34 -35 moon-

years. This yearly moving of the time has serious consequences for the
Hajj (Farsi, 1989). For instance, in the cool season many more Pilgrims,
especially older ones, can be expected since the cool season adds to the
attractiveness of the Hajj for them.
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Curve of mean monthly maximum temperature . Predicated maximum temperatures, which can be
Shaded area means maximum expected at the Hajj until the year 2005. After
temperatures. this date the cycle repeats itself.

Source of data: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Statistical Physical Data, 1985.
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2.3 HAJJAT AL -WIDA : [ Farewell Pilgrimage )

Al Islam (surrender, peace) is the last of the three living great
religions of Revelation. Its message is collected in the "readings"
(Qur'an) which consist of 114 chapters (Sura). It is a sacred book for
the Muslims, because it contains God's word as it was given to the
Prophet. Therefore, it cannot be translated and the liturgical language
of Islam must remain Arabic. The Qur'an was compiled and established
in its present order by Calif Ottoman, a contemporary and close
confident of the Prophet. He ordered Said bin sabit, the Prophet's own
secretary, to collect all the revelations. With this work, one can assume
that this book in the handed down form corresponds to an exact
reproduction of the original text (Al- Hakeem, 1984).

A second pillar of the Islamic theology is al- Hadith: a science
which systematically collects and orders the sayings, actions and habits
of the Prophet and his nearest followers. In this form the individual
texts are handed down exactly through connecting chains (isnad) and
they can be tested in all directions through their various sources. The
oldest of these great systematic collections of Hadith was put together
by AI- Bukhari about 140 years after the death of the Prophet. Besides
this, there are six more very early and very authentic works of this kind,
distinguished by their astonishing precision (Shaker, 1951).

In the Koran the pilgrimage to Makkah, the Hajj, is made a duty
only for those Muslims who can afford the journey financially and whose
state of health is strong enough for the exertion.

The Hajj, which the Prophet undertook in his last year, has been
described most accurately in the Hadith and is a standard for all
pilgrims. Its form is established in Islamic law, the Shariah. This follows
more or less precisely the example of the Prophet which will be here
related without claim to theological exactitude. In a place called Dhu -al
Huleifa, near Medina, about 5 days before the end of the month Dhu -al
Kada in the 9th year of the Hyra, the Prophet set Ihram, the garment of
the pilgrims, consisting of two unsown white sheets. For the sacrifice
he had seven camels and two goats. When he arrived ten days later on
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the night of the 4th day of the Hajj month in the area of Makkah, he
pitched his tent in a place named A1- Sarif, about six miles from Makkah.
Early the next morning he left his tent to perform the 'Omrah (visit)
(Ebin Hisham, 1955;Kaffry, 1980). This consisted of the Tawaf and Sa'i,
the seven circumambulations of the Ka'ba and seven times going back
and forth between Safa and Marwa .

At this point he requested those pilgrims who had not brought
any sacrificial animals to take off their clothes of pilgrimage after the
'Omrah and gave them permission to do all those things forbidden by
the oath of the pilgrims until they would clothe themselves again for the
beginning of the proper Hajj (Ebin Hisham, 1955; Ebin Kathear, 1932).

A1- Tarwiya (the day of departure), the 8th of the month of the
Hajj the messenger went to Muna after he had offered the Fajr (dawn)
prayer. He pitched his camp where today stands the Al -Kheif Mosque.
He stayed there until he had offered the Dhuhur (midday), the Asr
(afternoon), the Maghrib (evening), the Isha (night) and again the Fajr
prayer (Ebin Hisham, 1955; Ebin Kathear, 1932).

Immediately afterward, after he departed for Arafat, which he
reached without interruption. He went into his tent which he had
ordered to be erected beforehand, where today stands Namira Mosque.
Towards midday he delivered his famous farewell speech relating to the
social life of Muslims. He then offered the two prayers Dhuhur and 'Asr
in a combined form. Later in the day he went to "stand" at Jab( Al-
Rahma, the Mountain of Mercy, a rite named Wukuf (Standing), but he
designated the whole valley of Arafat as such a place of Wukuf (Atar,
1976; Ebin Hisham, 1955).

He then prepared himself for the departure from Arafat and
waited in the saddle of his female camel before setting out for Muzdalifa
straight after sundown. During this exodus (the Nafra ), he invoked
God's presence and calmness for the believers ( "Aleikum Sakina! "). He

did not stay for the Maghrib prayer. but offered it when he arrived in
Muzdalifa, combined with the night prayer. In Muzdalifa he collected
small stones which were to be thlti, own during the next days on the
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Jimar (pl. of Jamarat), the symbols of the devil. He allowed the weak
ones of the pilgrims to go directly to Muna, whereas the others stayed
overnight in Muzdalifa.. The next morning the Prophet led them in the
Fajr prayer (Ebin Hisham, 1955; Kaffry, 1980).

Then on the day of Nahr (slaughtering), the day of the sacrifice,
the 10th of the Hajj month, he went to Muna and immediately stoned
one of the three symbols of the devil, Jamarat al Akba.. As the Prophet
threw the seven pebbles, the way to the Ka'ba lay was to his left and
Muna to his right. Subsequently, he sacrificed his animals, which
numbered over one hundred, together with those that his cousin and
son -in -law 'Ali had brought for him from the Yemen. Many of them he
slaughtered by himself. As is recorded, he also gave a speech on this
day in which he emphasized basic human rights, property and the
honor of Muslims. Asked about the sacrifice Jamarat, clipping of the
hair, Tawaf at Ifada etc., he replied that they could take place in any
order. Then the Prophet went to Makkah to complete, Tawaf al Ifada, a
circling of the Ka'ba another seven times. The rites of the Hajj were
accomplished. Thereafter the actions that had been forbidden for the
pilgrims in the state of Ihram were once again allowed. Following, he
rested and then went back to Muna where he spent the night (Ebin
Hisham, 1955; Kaffry, 1980).

The next day was a day of rest and of the Jimar, now all three of
them in sequence, were stoned, but not before the midday prayer.

The day after, the day of. Nahr, the 12th day of the Hajj month,
he left Muria after stoning the Jimar in the same way as before in the
afternoon and pitched his camp in al Muhassab, a valley between
Makkah and Muna, so that he could depart early the next morning to
Medina. From there Aiysha, his wife, accompanied by her brother, went
to the Ka'ba, to make up for the'Omrah which she had missed at the
beginning of her Hajj (Ebin Hisham, 1955; Kaffry, 1980).

The next day, before dawn the Prophet went on his way, to
accomplish Tawaf at Wid'a, farewell circumambulation of the K'aba,
before he finally left Makkah (Ebin Hisham, 1955; Kaffry, 1980).
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2.4 The Organization of the Hajj

The Hajj can be described as the march of thousands of pilgrims
willing to follow the call of Abraham to Makkah, happy to undertake the
long and troublesome journey, because their faith convinces them that
they are on the way to Paradise. They come from everywhere, as far
away as America in the West and China in the East, as far as the new
religion has spread. Aside from their will to endure, the pilgrims need
crucial services and facilities.

In the early history of Islam, large processions of pilgrims had
been formed and organized. There were two ways to reach Makkah: 1)
by land. Because of the infertile dry Arabia, one could only proceed by
camel caravans, the traditional means of desert transport: 2) sea travel
was the other transportation means. The pilgrims who came by sea
were the richer independent merchants and Muslims from distance
places, such as India, Indonesia, Maghrib (North West Africa) and from
Hadramaut (Yemen). Those who travelled by land organized large
caravans to bring them safely through the dangerous areas inhabited by
nomadic warriors. Corresponding to the geography of the Islamic
realm, four large caravans developed. The two larger ones came from
Damascus and Cairo. One collected all the pilgrims from Turkey, Syria
and the West of Persia. It was not rare to count 200,000 camels. The
other united the Egyptian pilgrims with those of the North African
region up to southeastern Isa. They were so similar in size that over the
centuries competition arose with sometimes bloody consequences. A
third large caravan came from Yemen, and the fourth came through the
region of Najd from Bagdad with pilgrims from Iraq, Persia, India and
the Far East. These caravans, which belonged to the most wondrous
phenomena of the Orient, were often enroute for months on end. They
developed a highly organized infrastructure with their own contractors,
the Makauam, who had to guarantee the mounts, the accommodation of
the pilgrims the security and provisions for the entire journey. Tents
and food were sent ahead of the caravan, so that at each stage the
pilgrims found a prepared encampment and meal (Al- Rashid, 1984:
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Bakor, 1981). These great caravans took on the characteristic of highly
developed mobile towns with sometimes up to 200,000 inhabitants.
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The pilgrimage by sea was different from the one by land. The
sea -faring pilgrims often arrived before the month of fasting, more than
three months before the Hajj, in order to remain as long as possible in
the blessed Holy Places, to study theology and the Arabic language, and
to do some trading. The caravans, however, arrived in Makkah only
shortly before the Hajj and did not remain much longer than two weeks
in the Holy City to return as quickly as possible, because the stay in the



infertile lands of the Hejjaz was expensive and many of the pilgrims
were not wealthy. The journey's cost may have been the life savings of a
pilgrim. It was paid in subscription with a touring agent (Makauam). The
latter had to guarantee their Hajj at a fixed price. Often the caravans
were accompanied by a corps of mounted soldiers. These protected the
caravans in times of war (Al- Rashid, 1984; Bakor, 1981).

In spite of all their organization, these journeys were tiring and
many pilgrims weakened and died on the way.

Pilgrims who arrived with the mobile towns, naturally, did not
have to depend on the hospitality of the people of Makkah. They carried
their equipment and food with them. They needed only water. The
other pilgrims who came by boat had to sign on with a pilgrim guide,
usually upon arrival in Jeddah. The guide took responsibility for all
services. He helped the pilgrims through customs at the harbor. He
also offered accommodations in Jeddah and organized their
transportation to Makkah. After arrival in Makkah, they moved into the
houses of the pilgrim guides (Al- Rashid, 1984; Bakor, 1981). These
houses were vacated by the guides and their families for this purpose.
For wealthier pilgrims, they maintained houses in Muna and provided
tents in Arafat as well as mounts and servants.

Becoming a part of the infrastructure, the guides played a vital
role in Hajj. Each pilgrim guide of Makkah, partly through family ties,
had established connections with an area, town or whole nation. From
these areas were recruited a large part of the pilgrims whom he had to
look after. When a guide travelled in the homeland of his pilgrims,
whose language he often understood, he was, as a person from Makkah,
esteemed, admired and invited because this was an honor for that
house. Such visits revitalized the stream of the pilgrims. They also
institutionalized the trade of the pilgrim guide. Thus, the guide took
responsibility for the pilgrims' religious teaching and introduction to
the ritual of the Hajj. In this way the pilgrim guides (Mutawaf, Sheikh.
Dalil) became an important and central institution of the Islamic Culture
(Bakor, 1981).
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In the turmoil of the First World War, the great caravans had to
be discontinued. Only the government of the Saudis brought security for
the pilgrims in the Hejjaz.. The technical innovations, which made their
entry into the Hajj at this time, replaced the old caravans and the
motorcar replaced the camel as a means of transportation.

The above changes enabled the people of Makkah to take over
some of the functions of the Makauam. Because of this, the majority of
pilgrims now make swifter journeys without any provisions. Modern
air- travel has intensified this development. Today's Makauam are
ordinary travel agents, running charter planes or coaches to send great
masses of pilgrims to Jeddah. There, they are guided by the Mutawiffun
of their agents.

The whole organization of the traditional pilgrim business has
changed with these innovations. The pilgrim guides with their
international connections are often merchants. They tend to settle in
Jeddah, the new trading metropolis. Their magnificent houses in
Makkah lie empty throughout the year and fall into disrepair. The
pilgrim enterprise is often undertaken by agents. These agents rent
houses and other accommodations under the name of the Mutawaf. They
organize the services for the Hajj on a purely commercial basis. The
conveyance of the pilgrims inside the Holy Land has been given over to
a syndicate consisting of five firms. These firms divide the business
amongst themselves under the supervision of the government. The
pilgrim guides notify them of their requirements and are then supplied
with coaches and drivers. About thirty years ago, the Saudi Arabian
government took over the transport of pilgrims through the
"Government Pilgrims Transportation ". In addition, more functions are
being taken out of the hands of the pilgrim guides.

Beside the Emirat (city hall) of Makkah, there exists an
independent Hajj Ministry. It is subject to the control of the Home
Office of Saudi Arabia.
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Nowadays there exists the "Supreme Hajj Committee". It is a
board which serves as a buffer between the government and individual
departments. It coordinates development and problem solving amongst
the various departments. All ministries are represented in the
committee. The head of the committee is the minister of the Home
Office. All decisions concerning the Hajj, the Holy Places and building
projects are subject to its decisions. It functions also include
organization of the pilgrim guides. The main impracticality regarding
this authority is the weak communication with the guides (Mutawaf).
The guides are in direct contact with the pilgrims. They have a better
grasp of the pilgrim's needs. They, consequently, can perceive the
theocratical implications of the developmental decisions taken by the
subcommittee. Thus, the need is urgent for them to be represented as a
single entity in the committee. Their representation allows more
objective decisions.
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2.5 The Geographical Location of the Places of Pilgrimages

Makkah is situated on the Arabic peninsula, which is the
connecting link between the three cultural areas of Europe, Asia and
Africa. Makkah's Holy Places lie about middle of the landmass of the
whole Earth which is seen as a sign of the universality of Islam. Makkah
lies in an infertile valley in the ancient land of the Hejaz, now known as
the Western Province of Saudi Arabia. This area was not productive and
became the destination of the Pilgrimage. Connected with this was
international trading. The pilgrims come to Makkah Al- Mukarama (the
blessed Makkah) mainly from four directions: Medina in the North,
Jeddah in the West, Jizan in the South and Taif in the East .

Jeddah
Makkah

Taif
. . SAUDI ARABIA

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Al- Medina Al- Munawara, (the radiant city), the second of the
three Holy Towns of Islam (Makkah, Medina and Jerusalem), is about
450 km North of Makkah. Today it has about 300,000 inhabitants (Farsi,
1989). It is haram (forbidden) to non- Muslims as Makkah. The Islamic
prophet chose it as his hometown and his grave lies there. For this
reason most of the pilgrims want to visit this town either before or after
the Hajj. It is easily reached from Makkah and Jeddah by a new
highway.

Jeddah, the most important port of arrival for the Hajj, is
situated about 70 km west of Makkah on the Red Sea. During the time
of the pilgrimage, Jeddah's airport traffic is equal to that of the largest
airports in the world. Travelling pilgrims and the inhabitants of Jeddah
(about a million) make their way to Makkah's highly congested area
(Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs, 1985).

Taif has about 250,000 inhabitants and is situated about 60 km
east of Makkah in the 2,000 m high mountains which border the
eastern frontier of the He_,(jaz.. Taif is the point by which the pilgrims
who come by land enter from the east (Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs, 1985).

A new highway leads from Jizan to Makkah, along the Red Sea.
It is used by the pilgrims of Yemen and South Saudi Arabia.

Makkah itself - the birthplace of the Prophet - is about 350 m
above sea level. Its 450,000 inhabitants are involved mainly in the Hajj
and commerce. It has no rivers, lakes or water courses, but some
springs exist, the most famous of which is Zam Zam . Additional water
supply is available from various sources in the nearby Wadi Fatma (Valley
of Fatma), and also from the Ain Zubaida aqueduct. It is about twelve
hundred years old, and so called after Harun al Rashid's wife who
donated it about 800 A.D. (Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs,
1985).

Further places of importance in the Hall are situated in three
valleys in the surrounding area of Makkah. The first and nearest to the
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town is the narrow valley of Muna, which has an area of about 380
hectares. It lies about 7 km northeast of the Great Mosque.It is
surrounded by high steep rocks. Its eastern border is a dry river bed.
The second is Muzdalifa, which is six km further to the east. It is a long
valley enclosed by rocky mountains, forming a narrow pass. Through
this path, pilgrims find their way a further 7 km east to the valley of
Arafat. This wide valley is about 20 km from the Ka'ba. It is enclosed by
the adjacent lower valley in the west and a comparatively low mountain
range in the east. In the southeast is Jabl Al -Rahma (the Mountain of
Mercy), a small rocky hillock.

Hilly Area and Area in use in the Holy Environs:

Location Area in
Use (ha)

Hilly Area
(ha)

Total Area
(ha)

Muna 392 418 810

M uzdalifa 613 307 920

Arafat 1,178 190 1,368

Total 2,183 915 3,098

Source of Data: Makkah Master Directive Plan, 1985
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2.6 THE TYPICAL PROCEDURE OF A MODERN HAJJ

Months before the start of the actual Hajj, pilgrims begin
arriving at the holy places. They travel via air, sea, coach and automobile.
The main arrival points the pilgrimage are Jeddah (40 %), Medina
(15 %) and Taif (20 %). The proportion that comes to Makkah directly
from Jizan by the highway is estimated at 5 %. Today about 20% of the
pilgrims inhabit the Hejaz itself. Many pilgrims first visit Medina, the
hometown of the Prophet (over 40 %) (Hajj Center, 1985). The majority
of the pilgrims who arrive by air or sea at Jeddah use the buses of the
Government Pilgrims Transportation Company (Hajj Center, 1985).

Until the 8th of the Hajj month - the first day of the Hajj - the
pilgrims flow in an ever swelling movement to Makkah: 40% from
Medina, 25% from Jeddah and 30% from Taif (Hajj Center, 1985).

Immediately after arriving in Makkah the majority of the
pilgrims perform the Omrah (Tawaf and Sa'i).
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Diagram 1: 8th of the Hajj month
The first day of the Hajj

The first major step of the actual pilgrimage procession takes
place on the morning of the 8th of the Hajj month when about 30% of
the pilgrims go from Makkah to Muna.. There they arrange their camps.
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A small part of the relatively late arriving pilgrims go directly from
Medina, Jeddah or Taif to Muna. Because of the inconvenience, most
pilgrims carry their luggage with them. A relatively small proportion
travel this stretch on foot.

On the 9th of the Ha11 month, the second day of the Hajj, even
before sunrise, the march to Arafat begins. About 30% of the pilgrims,
especially those who have already been to Muna, go the 11 km to the
Namira Mosque in Arafat on foot. On the average this course takes 3
hours. The other pilgrims go by sea, or their own car. There are a few
pilgrims who go directly to Arafat from Medina, Jeddah or Taif. Many
pilgrims, especially those with their own transportation, will have
pitched their camp a few days earlier in Arafat or Muna.. Before sunrise
Jabl Al -Rahma (the Mountain of Mercy) and the Namira Mosque are
filled to capacity with pilgrims.
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Diagram 2: 9th of the Hajj month
The second day of the Hajj
Duration from lam to 7 pm

The great stream to Arafat stops around midday. About half of the
pilgrims join in a common prayer at Namira Mosque and the others pray
in their camps.

After prayers, many pilgrims go to the Wukuf (standing) at Jab!
Al -Rahma ; the others go to their camps. Afterward, they prepare for
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the Nafra (exodus) from Arafat to Muzdalifa. As the day moves on, the
masses of pilgrims, who wait on the western frontier of Arafat for the
signal of departure, swell to a massive crowd of people and vehicles.

Motorcars, coaches and pedestrians seem to enter a race to
Muzdalifa immediately after sunset, and the great mass movement of
the Hajj begins with an enormous traffic jam.

There are two main streams from Arafat to Muzdalifa . One
stream of vehicles claims 70% of all traffic but only transports 55% of
the pilgrims. The other is a stream of pedestrians, which, after a
disorderly beginning, flows into two 20 m wide roads. These roads carry
30% of the traffic and 45% of the pilgrims (Hajj Center, 1985). The
flood of pilgrims from Arafat recedes towards 10 p.m. of that day. It
ceases altogether by midnight. An interruption of the path at the
pedestrian entries at Muzdalifa: results in considerable congestion.
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Diagram 3: Night of the 9th & morning
of the 10th of the Hajj month.
Duration from 7pm to lam

The first pilgrims start arriving in cars and coaches at Muzdalifa
after sundown. About 900,000 pedestrians come in with the stream of
pilgrims which begins to flow into the valley about two hours later and
does not stop until midnight. The vehicle traffic, however, which heads
towards the parking areas (which cover about 80% of the surface of the
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valley) soon comes to a halt and moves on slowly, stopping and starting,
through the entries of Muzdalifa. Here most pilgrims pick up 49 or 70
pebbles from the ground, to throw on the devil pillars (Jimar) in Muna .

About 85% of the pilgrims spend the night here; the other 15%
proceed straight away to Muna, about 80,000 of them on foot (Hajj
Center, 1985).

Before the sunrise of the 10th of the Hajj month, the third day of
the Hajj, the pilgrims who have spent the night in Muzdalifa press on
towards Muna .
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Diagram 4: 10th of the Hajj month
The third day of the Hajj

Most go straight to Jamart A1- A'kba, the big pillar, in order to
throw seven pebbles at it. This results in a tremendous congestion
which almost completely obstructs the eastern entry to the Jamarat
bridge.

About 85% of the pilgrims take part in this mass influx (Hajj
Center, 1985). It is apparent that here and in the Tawaf one finds the
highest crowd density which occurs during the Hajj. After the stoning,
many pilgrims return against the traffic stream and thus aggravate the
massive congestion.
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Some of the pilgrims go to the camps for rest. Others head for
the place of sacrifice to slaughter the sacrificial animals. .The rest depart
to Makkah to perform the Tawaf Al -Ifada and thus complete their Hajj -

except for the clipping or shaving of the hair. The pilgrims come from
the place of sacrifice or their camps until about 50% have gone to
Makkah on this first day of Muria.

After the Tawaf Al -Ifada most of the pilgrims take off their
garment of pilgrimage and - after a bath - put on their usual festive
dress. The majority do this in their camps, which means going back to
Muna . Many carry out the sacrifice after all this. The heavy traffic
streams from Muna to Makkah and back again load all the roads to the
limit. Although many pilgrims walk, there are many hold -ups. All this
walking and activity - from Muzdalifa to the Jamarat, to the place of
sacrifice, to Makkah and back to Muna - make for a highly congested
zone.

The next day, the eleventh of the Hajj month is a day of rest.
The traffic in the morning is comparatively light. In the afternoon,
however, there is a great rush. About 80% of the pilgrims begin the
stoning of all three devil pillars (Jimar) (Hajj Center, 1985).
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Diagram 5: l lth of the Hajj month
The fourth day of the Hajj
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Another congested spot is the place of sacrifice that overflows
with pilgrims. Along with the vast multitude who go to Makkah and
come back, there is again traffic chaos as on the day before.

The 12th of the Hajj month, the fifth day of the Hajj also has a
calm beginning. The majority of the pilgrims are engaged with packing
their belongings and preparing for the departure from Muna. As on the
day before, straight after the midday prayer, the rush to the devil pillars
(Jimar) begins and all roads are completely blocked.

Many carry out the prescribed stoning of the Jimar on their way
out of Murta. Many cars and coaches stop directly at the Jamarat bridge
to let the pilgrims get to the devil pillars and a stream of pedestrians,
many with luggage, flow from the Jamarat bridge into the traffic stream.
The result is an intolerable mixture of humans and vehicles on all roads
between Makkah and Murta.
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Diagram 6: 12th of the Hajj month
The fifth day of the Hajj

Before leaving Makkah many of the pilgrims wish to make their
farewell by again circumambulating the Ka'ba, the Tawaf at Wida. Mixing
with the pilgrims who are still doing the Tawaf al Ifada, the Great
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Mosque is filled to capacity. Many pilgrims go back to Murta to spend
the night there.

On the thirteenth of the Hajj month, about 13% of the pilgrims
are still in Muna (Hajj Center, 1985). They again stone the three Jamar.
After that, they leave Murta, and the Halj is over.

Afterwards, about half of the pilgrims travel to Medina. The
others make their way home to Jeddah, Taif and Jizan.

It takes about a month until the majority have left Makkah. It
takes nearly three months before all the pilgrims have left the country.
Those who come by boat have the longest wait. This is because a small
number of ships hold the monopoly on their transportation, they leave
in the opposite order of their arrival.
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THE TENT CITIES OF THE HADJ

The tent cities of Hajj offer a short time accommodation for the
pilgrims. They represent a phenomenon that began in the pre -Islamic
era. The Arab nomads and merchants came to the Holy valleys with
their caravans to perform the Hajj, to celebrate festivals and to conduct
markets. These cities include pilgrim -camps, Muttawiffun -camps and
others. The tents exhibit a variety of standard shapes and sizes
depending on their uses.

A characteristic scene of the Hajj are the tent cities of Arafat
and Muna. In Arafat, in particular, (the original form of Hajj has not
been degraded by modern developments so much as at Muna), there
exists a white ocean of tents.. Combined with the pilgrims in their Ihram
(garments of pilgrimage), they offer a distinguished visual impact.
However, in spite of all modernization, Muna presents itself to the
observer mainly as a tent city. Even though this narrow valley has been
disturbed by many permanent new installations and traffic structures, to
a great extent it still reflects its historical identity.

The tent city of Arafat is erected for a 14 hour usage time per
year. Before and after this short period, the valley lies abandoned. Its
silence is interrupted by the noise coming from few curious visitors and
the cars on the road through the Holy Valley from Jeddah to Taif.
Muna on the other hand, shelters the pilgrims for four times as long,
about two and a half days. Therefore, in Muna's tent city a more
complex infrastructure is needed. In either of the two cases, one can
recognize that the low level of usage, averaged over the whole year, is
the main reason why Arafat and Muna have remained tent cities.

Not long ago, the same tents used to be first erected at Arafat
and then at Muna, a custom which has been lost today. In pre - Islamic
times, tent cities were to be seen here with the coming of the Arab
nomads and merchants. They performed the Hajj, celebrated festivals
and conducted markets.
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Naturally, the "wandering towns" of the various caravans soon
established permanent places for the duration of the pilgrims' stay in
the holy towns as well as at every important station of the journey. In
Medina, Badr, Makkah, and elsewhere camping areas were laid out and
provided with wells or at least a cistern. Thus, a mobile and complex
infrastructure could come into being with the arrival of the pilgrims.
Thereafter it was dispersed every time they departed. Campgrounds
were established in this way by the Syrian caravan in Makkah at
"Sheikh Mahmud" and by the Egyptians at Moabda. Likewise, in Arafat
and Muna, caravans had their appointed locations (Al- Btanony, 1910;
Bkor, 1981).

After the collapse of the Islamic State the amazing pilgrim
caravans disappeared, though the tent cities of Muna and Arafat
remained. Today, they are larger than ever. They are erected by the
Mutawiffun (the pilgrim guides of Makkah) and no longer by the
Makauam.

Besides Princes, Ministers and some other officials, only few
pilgrims bring their own tents to the Hajj. Beduins, pilgrims from
Yemen, Syria and Iraq also improvise, making camp with what they can
find on site.
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3.1 ARAFAT

The day of Arafat represents unimportant day -long ritual of the
Hajj. It necessitates a comprehensive array of living facilities and
services. These range from tent accommodation, space needed to
accomplish the sub- rituals, a route system, water supplies and other
indispensable utilities and services.

In the beginning of the Hajj month the erecting of the tents of
Arafat begins. Shortly before the day of Arafat, one can already see all the
tent settlements of the pilgrim guides and the official government
camps. During the following night and on the morning of the 9th of the
Hajj month, thousands of pilgrims pitch their tents, yurts and
sunshades. They fill the space between the large camps. The latter
groups are not under the pilgrim guide programs.

Exact data about the canonical boundaries of Arafat cannot be
obtained. Different sources offer estimates ranging from 400 to 600 ha.
The tent city, however, is bounded by a hilly range in the east, including
in its foothills the Jabl Al- Rahma. In the west, there are old stone
boundary markers along the course of a dry river bed representing the
canonical border. This border appears to be open in the north and the
south (Refa't, 1925). Today, over half a million tents with their auxiliary
arrangements cover an area of about 850 ha. Regardless of the
boundaries, conventionally, a major aspect of the day of Arafat is the
overwhelming human crowding.

Arafat is identified as the site between the Mountain of Mercy
(Jabs Al- Rahma) and Namira Mosque. Before dawn and throughout the
day, a crowd of pilgrims struggle on a narrow stairway to reach the top
of the mountain. According to canonical law, it would suffice to be
anywhere in the plane of Arafat. But it seems natural that many pilgrims
desire to be as near as possible to the mountain's top. Only at sundown
will the hill be vacated hesitantly when the pilgrims depart for
Muzdalifa. The other crowded spot of Arafat is the Mosque of Namira.
There the Prophet's tent stood during his Hajj. Early in the morning
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pilgrims occupy a large part under the roofed area. They spend their
day here in the cool shade. About a million pilgrims join together at
midday in the great prayer of Arafat. It is conducted with a sermon
(Khutba) and is the most impressive prayer of the whole Hajj. Long rows
of devout Muslems cover the surroundings of the mosque as far as the
eye can see. For reasons of space, the old mosque was replaced in 1963
by a larger one. It covers 22,600 sq.m (Ahlan Wasahlan, 1988).

Between the mosque and the Mountain of Mercy, there exists a
route supporting heavy pedestrian traffic. Along it stand many stalls,
booths, markets, restaurants and teahouses. Along this route, which
used to be Arafat's main access road, are grouped the tent camps of the
Mutawiffun. The traditional division of the camp ground into various
nationalities and caravans has been preserved in a vestigial form only.
The old network of paths can still be recognized from the rows of trees
which bordered them. Today Arafat has a rectilinear grid of broad
asphalted roads.

The water supply for the pilgrims comes from various sources.
These include cisterns which are filled before the Hajj. It also
comprises a thousand year old water main (`Ain Zubaida) that brought
fresh water to Makkah from a 60 km away and it runs through Arafat.
Additional water is brought by hundreds of tankers from nearby springs
and from Jeddah's desalination plant ( Ahmad,1985).

The health, security, sewage, lighting services etc. represent an
unavoidable infrastructure for the Hajj. The sewage problem in Arafat is
simple. The pilgrims do not spend a long time here. Additionally, the
sandy ground of the valley absorbs waste water easily. Since electricity
was brought to Makkah, the dependence on comfort equipment has
been growing. For tent cities to meet these expectations, many camps
now have generators, providing electricity for appliances such as
ventilators, TV, lighting, and refrigerators. At the same time these emit
exhaust fumes and noise. Lighting is also provided by a public lighting
system consisting of 35 flood lights about 60 m high. These are
intended to help the departing pilgrims during Nafra. In the North of
Arafat lies a heliport which is used by 4 -6 military machines. These
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serve routine flights for observation and traffic control. The police force
and some ministeries have large tent camps in Arafat. They maintain
security and accommodate foreign and domestic officials. Islamic
countries and organizations provide field hospitals. These contribute to
health services for the pilgrims, a basic element in the infrastructure of
the Hajj. The first permanent buildings in Arafat, after the mosque, are
the halls for pilgrims who have lost their way.

Other services are rendered by charitable foundations fWagf) in
Arafat. These are located around the Mosque. They provide meals,
water, shade, first aid stations and fire fighting stations.

Arafat is a one -day activity. At the same time, it necessitates a
comprehensive infrastructure service system. On the western canonical
border of Arafat the crowd of pilgrims gather towards evening waiting
for sundown, the signal for the departure to Muzdalifa. Formerly, this
was announced by fire works. Here the exit from Arafat is barred by the
new concrete embarkments of the Wadi which pilgrims and vehicles
can now cross on eleven bridges.
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Air view of Arafat
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3.2 MUZDALIFA

Shortly after the sunset of the 9th of Dhul -Al- Hijja, the first
pilgrims reach the plain of Muzudalifa. Here there is no tent city. Only a
small and splendid gathering of tents is set up; it is representative of
the Princes and Ministers. The visit to Muzudalifa is of short duration,
about 10 hours. This fact, and other factors contribute to a no -tent stay.
First, it is a night stay. Tradition dictates that tents of Arafat be re-
erected in Muna. Moreover, the prophet had no camp pitched in
Muzudalifa. He spent the few hours of the night resting on a simple bed.
(Atar,1976).

Since 1980, about half of Muzdalifa's area (800 ha) has been
asphalted and has become a car park. It is floodlighted from 50 masts
60 m high. The area around the Holy hill, which is the focus of
Muzdalifa, serves as a small market for the provisions of the pilgrims.
The only permanent buildings are the king's residence and the newly
rebuilt Mosque. The mosque stands where the Prophet rested. It is
about half the size of the one in Arafat. Since most pilgrims spend the
duration of their stay in Muzdalifa, it is lightly congested.

There are few public conveniences in Muzdalifa, and only a few
water taps. These are fed from the same sources as those in Arafat.

Most of the pilgrims spend the night lying on the ground
covered only by their white sheets. This scene gives the valley a queer
and eerie character.
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3.3 MUNA

The most complex of the tent cities lies in the narrow valley of
Muna. Since it is enclosed by steep mountain slopes, it offers clearly
defined canonical borders. Within these borders, the plane of the valley
measures about 250 -300 ha of mountain slopes, not yet intensively used.
Muna's total overall area is about 650 ha (Hajj Center, 1985).

This is the place of the Jamarat and the animal sacrifice. The
motorcar has brought about the loss of a third of the valley for roads,
bridges and car parks. If one deducts the area of the Jamarat and the
sacrificial areas as well as the permanent buildings 240 ha remain for
the tent camps - ab.,ut 60% of the entire flat area of Muna. Because the
majority of the pilgrims are accommodated in these tents, there
prevails an unpredecented density of over 5000 pilgrim /ha in the
camps of Muna which inevitably leads to trouble. The arrangement of
the tents in Muna, unlike in Arafat, are undivided and connected so as
to achieve the largest possible roofed area. Through the middle of the
plane of the valley runs the main pedestrian path, which, in places, is
severely obstructed by motor ways. It is here that the stream of
pilgrims arriving from Muzdalifa become congested. South of here,
along the whole length of the valley are the ministeries and other
official organizations. To the north of this axis are most of the pilgrims
guides camps. On both the northeastern sides of the valleys as well as on
the eastern borders of Muna are the tents of unorganized pilgrims, who
also pitch their camps here and there on the mountain slopes. Because
of these tight conditions, terraces constructed by pilgrim guides have
existed for some time on the slopes in southwest Muna. On these, tents
and camps are also installed in a manner similar to those in the valley.
The most important is the Jamarat area, which measures about 20 ha.
Here are found the three stone pillars. The first stone, Jamarat al Akba,
the great devil pillar is situated at the narrow western pass to Makkah.
It is visited by pilgrims immediately after coming from Muzdalifa. Here
they throw seven pebbles on the symbol of the devil Jamarat Al- Aqaba.
This flow interruption constitutes a problem that remains unsolved and
manifests itself in the form of high population density and complete
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lack of infrastructure. The same problem reoccurs when all three pillars
are stoned on the following days daily after the midday prayer.

The Jamarat Al -Aqaba is stoned on the first day after Muzdalifa,
10th of Dhul -A1- Hijja. All three pillars are stoned the next two days. The
middle pillar, Al -Jima Al -Wusta is about 250 m east of Jamarat Al- Aqaba.
The small pillar, Al -Jimar Al- Sughra is 130 m further. On these days,
the pilgrims go from the smallest Jimar to the middle one, and then to
the biggest one, throwing seven pebbles at each of them. The most
serious accidents at the Hajj have occurred during these activities. In
the huge crowd, congestion sometimes builds up and results in harmful
crushes. There are even reports of pilgrims who have been crushed to
death.

Since 1975 there have been two levels from which the Jamarat
can be performed, but this has done little to diminish the pressure at
the pillars and has, in turn, created a new equally serious problem at
the entry to this special construction, which consists mainly of the
overcrowdedness on the bridge. It is only 40 m wide and has a length of
almost 1 km. At the eastern entry the stream is divided by guided rails,
which directs part of the crowd under the bridge and the rest onto it. It
was planned so that if the pilgrims follow the indications, a one way
system comes into operation. The area around this bridge has been
asphalted and given over to vehicular traffic.

Another problem is the Kheif Mosque. It is situated a few
hundred meters south of the entry of the Jamarat bridge. Previously, it
was a small, fine vaulted building, which denoted the place where the
Prophet camped. This building and its minarets have been replaced by a
new building to accommodate the large masses of pilgrims who perform
an important canonical prayer. This takes place at the feast of the
sacrifice (Id Al- Adha), one of the two important Islamic holy days.
Southwest of the mosque there is a small cemetery for pilgrims.

Many buildings have been constructed in the western part of
Muna; the newest, in the southwest of the valley have up to 14 floors
with all modern facilities. Very few of the old houses of Muna are left.
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These are located in the immediate vicinity of the Jamarat area. This
closely built up area of about 20 ha is called Muna village.

In addition, there is a royal palace at Muna and a very modern
traffic center in which the whole Hajj traffic can be observed by TV,
cameras and monitors. This is directed by a wireless communications
network.

Because of the longer stay for pilgrims in Muna, the electricity
and water supply is more complex than in Arafat. Apart from some
direct links with Makkah's electricity supplies, many generators are
used. Both Arafat and Muna are equipped with 50 floodlights, 60m high.

For emergencies, there are ten 15 m concrete platforms for
helicopters. There are fire fighting troops, a number of first aid stations
and a hospital. Sanitary provisions for Muna are insufficient and
constitute an unsolved problem. There are about 20 installations with
toilet and facilities for ablutions spread over the valley and in moderate
quantities in the camps of the Mutawiffun.

Two hills in the valley have been levelled to obtain more flat
areas for the camps of the pilgrims.
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Air view of Muna



3.4 TENT CAMPS

Observing the tent cities, one first notices the well organized
groups of tents of the standard type with a multitude of single tents,
yurts and huts from all over the world. A major part of the tent cities are
camps of the pilgrim guides (Mutawiffun) and are adapted to the
respective requirements of their particular group of pilgrims.

0 Mutawaf's family Toilets

Water tank Mutawaf tent

EDPilgrims' tents ® Serving tent

ammanno
a mommot.-%
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4416,
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Schematic layout of existing pilgrim camp with facilities

3.4.1 The organized Camps

The greater part of a camp consists of shelter for the pilgrims,
mainly standard square tents, each side measuring 4 m. These are
arranged around one or more large tents which are used for communal
meals, prayer, sermons and receptions of all kinds. Often there are
closed divisions in the camps which serve as harems for the Mutwaf and
the dignitaries of the pilgrim's group. The preparation of food is done in
the open near the tents of the Mutawaf. He has a special tent for
supervision of the camp and also for information for pilgrims and staff.
The scanty fresh water supply is kept in tin drums holding 200 -500
liters, which is distributed over the encampments. The toilets are often
outside the camps or otherwise distributed on the periphery and are
usually very small tents.
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Camps Of Different Densities, Each Accommodating About 250 Pilgrims

A = 0.062 ha
26 Tents
10 Pilgrims /tent
D = 4000 P/ha

A = 0.250 ha
50 Tents
5 Pilgrims /tent
D = 1000 P /ha

A = 0.100 ha
36 Tents
7 Pilgrims /tent
D = 2500 P/ha

W

A = Assembly tent
M = Mutawaf s tent

H = Mutawafs family

C = Cooking area

W = water

Pilgrims' tents
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There are very large camps with up to 500 tents and small ones
with little more than 10. The largest camp I have observed consisted of
460 tents on an area of 16,400 sq. m in Arafat. It was occupied by about
3800 pilgrims and had 64 toilets. A typically small camp in Arafat had
only 30 tents on about 100 sq. m. The harem of the Mutawàf consisted
of 6 tents. For the estimated 200 pilgrims there were 6 toilets in the
whole camp.

The density of the camps in Arafat vary according to their
proximity to an important place, the financial ability of their pilgrims
and the topography. They range between 600 and 3000 pilgrims /ha;
that is, each pilgrim has between 3 and 15 sq. m. The organized camps
throughout Muna, however have a very high density, sometimes
exceeding 5000 pilgrims /ha, with each pilgrim having only about°2 sq.
m. The camps representing the princes and other notables are the only
ones that show original similarity of both encampments in Arafat and
Muna.

Although the Ihram (pilgim's dress) renders the pilgrims equal,
there are richly equipped and rather poor camps and in some, there are
luxuries such as TV's and easy chairs. But the good camps are
distinguished by their large, beautiful community tents, their
spaciousness and the many servants and helpers who assist the pilgrims
and the Mutawaf. Sometimes, a pilgrim family is assigned several tents
which form a small harem.

The poorer camps show. high densities and no special facilities,
and they are often erected without much care or consideration. This
happens in some large camps too. In Arafat, and especially Muna, large
areas are knitted together from individual tents. Such camps offer little
privacy. In my opinion, the most beautiful camps are composed of
round tents which cannot be joined arbitrarily and thus without being
extravagant, offer the pilgrim more privacy.

In spite of all the variations, there is such a thing as a typical
camp, organized by the Mutawiffun. On the average it has the following
measurements: In Arafat, a camp of 100 tents accommodates about 600
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pilgrims and occupies about 3 -4,000 sq.m. The Mutawaf s family camp
harem has 5 -10 sq. m. and a water supply of 3,000 -5,000 itr. In Muna,
it is reduced to 1,000 sq.m. and there is no large tent. However, the
water supply is larger because of the longer duration of the stay.

Typical Mutawiffun Camp For About 600 Pilgrims In Arafat And Muna

MUNA
Area = 1344 sq.m D
60 Tents
10 Pilgrims /tent
Density = 4500 P/ha

h2

ARAFAT
Area = 4320 sq.m
98 Tents
6 Pilgrims /tent
Density = 1388 P/ha
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3.4.2 Other camps

Especially in Arafat the encampment of the Emirs of the
Kingdom are strikingly splendid, spaciously arranged and often
exquisitely assembled tents. The tents for living accommodations stand
singly and often have bathing tents attached. Sometimes princes'
dwellings are integrated into camps in the form of mobile homes
offering as much comfort as permanent houses. In these camps there
are many invited guests and this constitutes an important part of the
social life in the tent cities. Similar, not quite so sumptuous camps are
kept by Ministries and important personages. Those of the Emirat of
Makkah are the most important since it is from here that the Hajj's
police force is directed. It is an old tradition that governments and
public bodies of many Islamic countries send gifts to the Hajj. In former
times these were sent with the Mahmals of Cairo or Damascus, a custom
which vanished with the great caravans. Today, first aid stations are
sent together with doctors and personnel to serve the pilgrims in
addition to those from the Saudi government. They incorporate special
tents for medical treatment and operations, hospital tents and all the
facilities for the staff. They often have their own ambulances.

Camps with a stage and auditorium are also sent to accommodate
the religious and political instructions of the pilgrims. These are found
mainly in Muna. Because tens of thousands of soldiers collected from
the whole kingdom are to supervise and control the traffic at the Hajj,
large camps are maintained in Arafat and Muna as well as beyond the
holy districts. They consist of tents for the troops which are grouped
around assembly tents. Except for the khaki color of the military tents,
they resemble the camps of the pilgrim guides and sometimes have
large parade grounds. In Muna most of the soldiers are accommodated
in permanent buildings. A large camp is also maintained by the Scouts
of Islamic countries who, during the Hat take on important additional
auxiliary duties. Likewise, the various universities of Saudi Arabia have
camps for students and teachers.

On the whole, these arrangements are based on prototypes of
the Mutawaf camps. The only way their appearance differs from that of
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the standard camps is the scattered distribution of the unorganized
pilgrims' tents which, nevertheless, constitute an important part of the
overall picture. Among them are some small organized camps defying
the monopoly of the Muttawuffun, but they do not enter into
competition with them since they are erected only for the poorest of
the country and its neighbors to the south and north. Besides, they
function only in those parts of the valleys which are on the periphery,
for instance, in Muna in the vicinity of the sacrificial area where they
are devalued by the air pollution.
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3.5 PILGRIM TENTS

For the duration of the Hajj, there are 350,000 -400,000 tents of
differing construction currently in use. Their roofs cover 5 -6 million sq.
m and are made almost exclusively of natural cotton. Most of them are
double skinned because of the hot climate. The oldest tents, which can
be observed, are over 20 years old, faded and worn, but the majority are
relatively new because of the number of pilgrims and the increasing
wealth of the country. Between pilgrimages the tents are stored in the
houses of pilgrim guides, which are not used. Shortly before the Hajj
they are repaired and then taken to Muna or Arafat.

3.5.1 The square standard tent

The square standard tent is a very old form. It can often be found
in old pictures, etchings or battlefields when large tent encampments
are included. The tents currently used for the Hajj are made in Egypt,
but they are also manufactured from special cotton fabric in Pakistan
and other countries. Together with the wooden pole the tent weighs
about 30 kg and folds into a bundle of 2 m in length with a 40 cm
diameter. The erecting of such a tent is very simple and does not
require great accuracy because it can cancel out mistakes by forming
folds. It is unrolled, stretched out on the ground and tied down with
ropes at the four corners. Then the two halves of the 4 m high colimns
are connected and with it the tent is set up. Then another 12 ropes are
anchored. It receives its shape by the insertion of the side walls which
are reinforced at the meter intervals with bamboo. Thus a little house of
16 sq.m can be made in 5 -10 minutes. Because of the intense heat of
the sun, the whole tent is double -skinned. The inside cloth consists of a
rough and light cotton fabric, dyed- bright red, green and yellow. This
and the white outer fabric are sewn together. In this way there is a
pleasantly cool and diffused atmosphere which helps the pilgrims bear
the heat to which most of them are unaccustomed. These tents are
produced on a large scale and the manufacturers compete for the lowest
price so that the tents cost no more than $100 -200 US- dollars.
However the quality of material, leather reinforcement, ropes etc. has
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been markedly impaired. One tent serves a group of up to 8 pilgrims as
a sleeping place although it accommodate 5 -6 pilgrim normal, as this
allows for a comfortable bed space and also room for luggage.

Beds Arrangement for Square Standard Tent

0
0T O 1=1 0

==1

O CO O

3.5.2 The round standard tent

Square Standard Tent

4.0 m.

Another equally old form of tent is round and is about the same
size as the square one. It is anchored by 12 guy ropes and has many
advantages for the pilgrim, although certain disadvantages for the
Mutawaf. It cannot be used repetitively to form a large surface, but
always remains a single unit. It can accommodate up to 8 ,however,
normally 5 -6 pilgrims, the same as the square standard. It offers the
pilgrims more seclusion and peace. Technically the round tent matches
the square one. They are often beautifully decorated with appliques in
the traditional designs. These tents are reputed to originate in
Morocco, but they are also manufactured in Egypt.
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3.5.3 Large tents for assembly and accommodation

Of the same type as the square standard tent, there are also
tents with two, three, four or more poles. The most common of these is
the three colimn tent measuring 4 to 7 x 8 to 10 m. One quite often
sees a large tent of similar size with only 2 colimns. At the Hajj, the
large traditional assembly tents are common, especially in Arafat. They
are found in beautiful camps and serve a variety of functions, such as
communal meals, sermons, canonical prayers and as a meeting place for
members of the camp and other pilgrims. There are tents up to 250
sq.m. and also very small ones of this type, that consist of a rectangular
cotton membrane stretched over two rows of poles. Because the poles
divide the tent into one large middle hall the two aisles with sloping
membrane roofs and the interior reminds one of the basilica. The floor
is often covered with beautiful carpets and the interior walls consist of
material richly adorned with colorful appliques. The front of the tent is
invitingly kept open with the tent flaps held up by the poles forming a
shading canopy. They are still made in Egypt, but there are not many
workshops left able to undertake such work. Besides there are many
newer constructions, especially large double- skinned tents which are
produced in good quality in Pakistan. It is seen especially in Muna,
where it is useful for high density camps in which the number of guy
ropes and colimns should be minimized. They measure up to 300 sq. m.
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3.5.4 Other tents

Pilgrims come from all over the world. Among them are
members of almost all nomadic tribes of Africa, Arabia and Asia. Besides
the beautiful woolen tents of the Bedouin, it is worth maintaining the
shelter for some pilgrims who still travel the long way from West and
Central Africa on foot. They have a system to provide shade and privacy
which they reuse hundreds of times along the way. When the group has
decided on a camp site, the women settle down to kindle a fire and
begin the preparation of the meal. Thin poles, mostly bamboo are stuck
in the ground which are then tied together over their heads, forming a
lattice dome. These have served as a protection from the sun during
their march.

Recently, various modern constructions have been tried. Some
Canadian air supported halls in Muna are said to offer better comfort for
the pilgrims, although they are conspicuous. Comparing the pilgrims'
structures for shelter, from the most sophisticated down to some
carpets tied to a car or to a wall, two essential functions are fulfilled:
Firstly, to protect from the heat of the sun when temperatures go up to
and above 55 °C which is a matter of survival; and secondly to ensure
privacy which is very important for Muslims.

Erection of an african pilgrim tent
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DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1960

Comparing older descriptions of the Hajj with the current state
of the pilgrimage to Makkah, one is immediately struck by the
enormous increase in the masses of pilgrims and the unimpeded
invasion of modern techniques into the mature structure of the Holy
Places. If one tries to find the reason for the multiplication of the
numbers of pilgrims, which had for so many centuries remained
relatively constant, one can, determine various factors which influence
this continuing process.

The numbers of pilgrims remained constant until about 1955,
but between 1955 and 1960, an increase in pilgrim masses began. By
1970, this had assumed dramatic proportions and in 1980 resulted in
ten times the traditional number of pilgrims - over two million.

The following facts and relationships have influenced the growth of
the pilgrimage:

1) Most Islamic countries are Third World nations. Through the
breakdown of the indigenous cultures by European colonization, a
population explosion took place.

2) A rebirth of religious movements in sections of the Third
World has led to a renewed spread of Islam. Today, at the beginning of
the 14th Islamic century, there are over 1 billion Muslims in the world.

3) In many Islamic countries the economic resources of the
people have increased greatly, especially in the oil producing nations
such as Iran, Algiers, Nigeria, etc. who, since the foundation of the
OPEC, have had access to abundant finances.

4) The number of Islamic foreigners, employed in Saudi Arabia,
has greatly increased. They use the opportunity to make one or more
pilgrimages.

5) The fact that the Hajj has fallen into the cooler seasons since
1970 makes a safe and comfortable tour possible.
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6) Inexpensive long distance travel became possible about the
time that Saudi Arabia spent vast sums for modernization of the Hajj. An
increase in air travel was brought about because of political difficulties of
crossing borders and the proportion of air travel is growing at a faster
rate then any other transportation means.

7) Crises, wars and political conflicts have a negative influence
on the rise in numbers from the areas concerned.

8) The government of Saudi Arabia exercises a restraining
influence by charging a fee for the Visa. There are three classes of Visas;
for the poorest pilgrims of the Third World, they are unobtainable. This
is justified by the fact that according to canonical law, only pilgrims who
can afford it must go to Hajj.

9) Various Islamic institutions as well as travel agents, pilgrim
guides and the international media run information campaigns which
encourage Muslims to undertake the Hajj.

10) There is yet another attraction of the Hajj: these are large,
almost duty free markets in Jeddah and Makkah for expensive or
unobtainable wares from many countries.

These and other factors have influenced the number of pilgrims
making the Hajj at Makkah. In spite of a relaxation in the growth of
numbers since 1975, the upward trend has persisted. While the
prediction of 4 million pilgrims by 2,000 has not yet been achieved, the
current 2.5 million has led to fundamental problems which - if at all -

can only be solved through new and holistic methods.

At its earlier maturity, Makkah and its institutions were hosts to
200,000 pilgrims. As the ten -fold increase mass of humanity floods all
traditional facilities, one realizes that the Hajj cannot continue to grow
without a limit.

In order to analyze the present conditions, the deficiencies can
be divided into three sections:
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1) A chaotic procedure of all movements of the Hajj from the
arrival of the pilgrims in the Hejjaz until their departure. Characteristic
of this are dangerously dense crowds, the mixing of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic and a fundamental lack of infrastructure facilities,
especially for pilgrims on foot.

2) Too little accommodation for pilgrims as well as an
insufficient infrastructure in the available lodgings in the tent cities and
in the city of Makkah.

3) A rapid pollution and destruction of the historical and natural
environment and a threat to the traditional Hajj through the
uncontrolled incursion of modern techniques.
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4.1 THE MOVEMENT

In the course of the pilgrims movements, there is congestion
and other disturbances caused by one or more of the following:

1) Congestion due to the density of the crowd.
2) The mixing of vehicles and pedestrians.
3) Insufficient infrastructure along the pilgrims' path.
4) Degradation through pollution and noise.
5) Lack of information for pilgrims and personnel.

To understand this better, the Hajj is presented here as a
"closed system" with a varying number of pilgrims flowing through it
per time unit. Movements and rituals principally follow the religious
ordinance. Each pilgrim desires to keep to these as closely as his
understanding and the external circumstances will allow. In the
procedure of the Hajj, some rites are canonical duty (Fard) whereas
others are only custom (Sunna) the interpretation of which allows for
variations. Many groups of pilgrims, some nearly as large as a whole
nation (Iran, Yemen), follow homogeneously traditional interpretations.
Other movements are not liturgical, but necessary in order to carry out
the prescribed rites.
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These circumstances influence the relative pressure acting on
particular points in the movement of the Hajj. For instance, it is custom
(Sunna) to go to Arafat in the early morning of the 9th of the Hajj
month, and it is a duty (Fard) to stay until sundown. After sunset, one
can see here the largest mass movement on earth. It is a duty to throw
the seven pebbles onto the Jamarat al Akba on the 10th of the Hajj
month, and it is the custom to do this before noon. Therefore most of
the pilgrims stand by at this place to get through between sunrise and
midday. A further example is Tawaf Al -lfada which must be offered to
complete the Hajj. Although no special time is designated, the pilgrims
wish to accomplish it as soon as possible to follow the custom of the
Prophet who did this on the 10th of the Hajj month.

Thus, the Hajj System consists of sub -systems with different
capabilities to let through the masses of pilgrims. In the physical sector
these fluctuate between wide open valleys (for instance, Arafat) and
narrow passages (for instance, the exit from Muna to Makkah). In the
domain of canonical law, they fluctuate from temporary and locally
diffused actions (as for instance the shaving of the head after the Hajj,
the sacrifice, ritual ablutions) to such which are exactly defined in time
and /or space (for instance Tawaf, Jtmar or Nafra).

Congestion in the flow of the Hajj occurs at the following narrow
passes in the system:

1) At the places of the Tawaf and Sa'i before the 9th of the Hajj
month when the pilgrims offer the Tawaf Al- Qudum, Al- 'Omrah
and additional Tawafs during their visit in Makkah.
2) During the Nafra at its starting places at the pedestrian and
vehicle bridges in front of Arafat.
3) At the entrance to Muzdalifa, when the pilgrims arrive from
Arafat.

4) On both floors of the Jamarat bridge and its eastern entrance
in the morning of the 10th as well as in the afternoon of the
11th and 12th of the Hajj month.
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5) On the roads between Muna and Makkah between the 10th
and 12th of the Hajj month.
6) Once again from the 10th of the Hajj month at the places of
Tawaf and Sa'i, when the pilgrims perform Tawaf AI -Willa and
other Tawafs.

The whole flow through the system is only as great as the
narrowest passage allows. According to calculations, the narrow passes
of the Hajj have the following optimal passage (Hajj Center, 1985).

1) The Tawaf area (Mataf, after the latest enlargement): 35,000
pilgrims /hr .

2) The Sa'i area (Masa'i, on both floors): 25,000 -30,000
pilgrims /hr.
3) The Nafra near Arafat: over 200,000 pilgrims /hr.
4) The entrance of Muzdalifa: 200,000 pilgrims /hr.
5) The eastern entrance to the Jamarat: 150,000- 200,000
pilgrims /hr.

Comparing these figures with observations, a discrepancy
becomes apparent since the actual passage past the Tawaf, the Sa'i and
the Jamarat is much less than those calculated. A closer examination of
the pedestrian movement shows the cause for this.

4.1.1 Pedestrian Movement

The movement of pilgrims is a fluctuating intensity, i.e., a
varying number of pilgrims pass a certain place per time unit. This
number depends on the speed and density of the pedestrians.

The speed of the pedestrians is inversely proportional to the
density of the stream. In other words, pilgrims who walk singly or in
groups who are loose enough to allow free movement keep to a certain
average velocity (about 40 m /min). If the density of the flow increases,
pilgrims begin to touch each other and the free movement is blocked
(Hajj Center, 1985). Therefore, with the increase of the density, the
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speed is reduced, and at a certain point, the whole mass comes to a
standstill.

Various other studies have come to similar conclusions and
established this point at densities of 9 -12 persons /sq. m. when they
walk without luggage and respectively lower when loaded with their
belongings, as for instance at the Jamarat in the 10th and 12th of the
Hajj month. There, this point must be under 5 persons /sq m. If optimal
densities are exceeded and a maximal output cannot be maintained, the
pass becomes blocked (Movements Of The Hajj, 1989). To avoid, this, it
is necessary to discover how backlogs of pedestrians can be prevented
which occur from time to time during the Hajj and can lead to a
dangerous crush. Serious danger can arise if panic breaks out in a crowd
that is congested in this way.

The pilgrims are moving through a system which consists of
various members, each of which has its own capacity of output. The
system has bottlenecks at certain places. The overall capacity of the
system cannot exceed the output of the narrowest pass. The already
limiting passage through the bottlenecks is diminished further at their
entrances because masses accumulate and through the resulting press,
block the passage. The main reason for the malfunctioning of the system
is the relationship of the Jamarat to the Tawaf al lfada, with relative
throughputs of 10 to 1. This is so extreme that a widening of the
Marrow pass cannot solve the problem and only an improvement of the
flow of pilgrims can be expected to alleviate it. The critical narrow
passes of the Hajj movement are the Tawaf and the Sa'i which have a
tenth of the next lowest passage capacity (the Jamarat bridge). They
determine the capacity of the whole Hajj system.
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4.1.2 Pedestrian Traffic

The pedestrian circulation of the Hajj has existed for a long time
but is preserved only in fragmented form. There were pilgrims who
walked the whole way from distant regions to Makkah, e.g., those from
West Africa may take up to 6 years. Today, however, the average pilgrim
must cover only a few ways on foot during his stay in the Holy areas. All
pilgrims except for invalids must walk during the following rituals:

Al'Omrah: Tawaf and Sa'i = 5 km
Jamarat: (three days) 3 x min. 2 km. = 6 km
Tawaf Al-lfada: (min. without Sa'i) = i km

Total 12 km

In addition, many pilgrims, especially those who are in Muna
before the Hajj, walk to Arafat on the morning of the 9th of the Hajj
month, which is about 12 km. Then within Arafat on the 9th day, there
is much internal movement between the camps, Namira Mosque and
the Jabi Al- Rahma. The distance between these two places is about 2
km. Then on the evening of the 9th day, the most significant of the
Hajj's pedestrian movement occurs - the Nafra.

Even today, around 50% of the pilgrims walk the 7 km from
Arafat to the middle of Muzdalifa.

On the morning of the 10th of the Hajj month approximately
40% of the total number of pilgrims walk the 5 km from Muzdalifa to
the Jamarat area in Muna (Hajj Center, 1985).

Then on the 10th and the following two days a number varying
between 20 and 30% walk from Muna to Makkah and /or back. The
walk one way is 7 km (Hajj Center, 1985).

Besides that, a certain amount of walking takes place within
Muna (from the Jamarat area to the sacrificing place is about 3 km), and
within Makkah for sightseeing, visits. etc.
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A certain amount of walking is inevitable even if the major
movement of the day occurs in vehicles. By adding all the minimum
distances of the Hajj, the overall minimum distance arrived at is about
70 km walked over a 5 days period. The longest possible walk in one
day would occur on the tenth day if the pilgrim were to walk from
Muzdalifa to Muna, through the Jamarat, back to the sacrificing area,
from there on to Makkah to perform the Tawaf Al -Ifada and then
return to the camp in Muna. This would add up to 25 km. Since it is not
obligatory to do all these rites in one day, it is likely that most walking
pilgrims distribute these activities over the length of their stay in Muna.

Although pedestrian movement today represents a major
component of the pilgrim traffic, its paths survive only in fragmentary
form. In Arafat itself, pedestrian ways no longer exist. The network of
its streets is rectilinear and suitable for vehicles but not for pedestrians,
who look for the shortest route between any two points - in this case
the Namira Mosque and the Jabl Al- Rahmat. Before sundown great
masses of people collect at the western border of the Holy valley.
Pedestrians have to force their way through the bumper -to- bumper
traffic - a dangerous situation. As in the tent city of Arafat, the walkway
at the beginning of the Nafra is not where the pilgrims want to walk.
Naturally the pilgrims do not go out of their way in order to find the
pedestrian way provided, but instead they head straight toward their
goal. For a great number of the 800,000 pilgrims who do the Nafra on
foot, this involves a dangerous move over the concrete slope of the
Wadi's embankment, across its sometimes very uneven ground and then
back up the concrete slope on the other side.

The two existing footpaths meet 2 km from Arafat and channel
the pilgrims back onto the intended path. At this point the 20 km wide
paths continue side by side. However, they are not really appropriate for
pedestrians but are modelled on the highway: asphalted surfaces, crash
barriers and flood lights. At the entrance to Muzdalifa this way comes to
an abrupt end. Here the stream stagnates, and the crowd builds up until
the area is filled to saturation point. This is another case in which the
route does not follow the natural flow of the pilgrims.
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When they arrive in Muzdalifa, they find it like a huge asphalted
parking lot, once again with high mast halogen lighting, scaled as if for
vehicles. During the night the pedestrians travel all over Muzdalifa. In
the morning there arises the difficulty of finding the way to Muna and
only the narrowing mountain slopes help to guide the stream of
pilgrims. The way between Muzdalifa and Muna is the same type as the
previous stretch, but approaching Muna is difficult because the conflict
with vehicular traffic and motor roads crossing their path increases.
Having arrived at Muna, the masses become congested at the entrances
to the Jamarat bridge in a large open area devoid of infrastructure:
Considerable pressure results - the same that existed at the Jamarat
itself, before the bridge was built. After waiting and pushing in the
backlog, the pedestrian crowd finds its way onto or under the bridge to
perform the Jamarat, while still under great pressure.

After that the last and perhaps most difficult part, the
pedestrian way begins on the road to Makkah. Shortly after leaving
Muna, vehicles and pedestrians have to share the road which ceases to
have sidewalks nearer the Great Mosque. This is a highly dangerous
situation causing accidents every year. In the immediate area of the
Great Mosque not nearly enough facilities are available to satisfy even
the most basic needs of the vast waiting crowd. This is the case along
the whole length of the way: a lack of facilities - in particular toilets.

Over short distances, pedestrian traffic is the most efficient
means of transportation. It is the most important component of the
pilgrims' movement as a whole: it is a religious act. The vehicle traffic
can have a complementary and supporting function only. The apparent
priority given vehicular traffic, despite the fact the pedestrian
movement still constitutes the largest part of Hajj circulation, stems
from a misconception. This is evident when one considers the example
of Nafra in which more than 75% of the entire circulation space is
claimed for cars although about 60% of the pilgrims are on foot.
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4.1.4 Vehicular Traffic

The large and complex problem of car traffic during the Hajj has
been investigated by several institutions in comprehensive analytical
studies. The developments, resulting from these studies, have worsened
the situation for the pedestrians. Public transportation consists mainly
of 5,000 -6,000 buses, which are run by the Government Pilgrims
Transport and which receive their directions for the transportation of
pilgrims from pilgrim guides (Mutawiffun). Transportation costs are
paid upon the pilgrim's arrival. along with the other services. The
pilgrims are first taken from Jeddah. to Makkah in the same order that
they arrive. On the 9th of the Hajj month, they are transported directly
to their camps in Arafat. Here the buses wait the whole day: then they
load the pilgrims to take them to Muzdalifa in the evening. Since in this
unique departure there are not only 6,000 government buses, but also a
further 50,000- 60,000 vehicles wishing to leave Arafat on a total of 20
lanes possible at the same time, congestion develops which takes hours
to unblock. There are reports of cars wailing 12 to 17 hours with their
engines running (to operate the air conditioning) and this for a distance
of 6 km only.

Just as difficult as passing through the bottlenecks of Muzdalifa
is the task of directing the whole fleet of buses, trucks, pick -ups and
cars to particular pilgrim camps. The traffic between Muna and Makkah
is organized in a similar manner by the pilgrim guides and roads are
congested throughout the Hajj.

The mass departure of the pilgrims to Medina or Jeddah on the
12th day of the Hajj month again starts off with a tremendously chaotic
traffic jam.

The available means of transportation are not appropriate for the
task at hand. Basically, only one type of bus is in use, a simple American
bus with two entrances and an emergency exit in the back. There is a
rack on the roof for the luggage, but pilgrims use it as a breezy platform
on which to ride. Thus, the loading and unloading of the bus becomes
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such a lengthy process that it often takes more than an hour. The other
buses and many lorries, which are used in a dangerous way for the
transport of pilgrims, are no better. One must mention the thousands of
pick -up trucks which come from all over Arabia and offer a taxi service.
In principle, they are better suited to the traffic between Muna and
Makkah than the big buses, but their passengers are endangered by
overloading and the hair- raising way in which irresponsible chauffeurs
drive.

Traffic blocks in Muna and Arafat are caused by many private
cars which are parked long before the Hajj begins. Furthermore, they
occupy valuable space. The traffic organizers and bus drivers know the
lay -out, but very few pilgrims know their way in the complicated road
network, and even the pilgrim guides often lose their way. Since this
involves another exhausting round through the one way system, this
means the actual traffic volumes are higher than those calculated.

To summarize, instead of forming an organic whole with the
pedestrian traffic, the vehicular traffic functions totally independently
and a conflict arises between cars, pilgrims and traffic police. This leads
to accidents and disturbs the peace of mind of those involved.

To overcome this development, Saudi Arabia has built an
extensive network of roads, bridges, crossings, motorways and other
traffic arrangements for the Holy places to overcome traffic congestion
but this has failed to solve the problems. These efforts have not
succeeded because a motorcar requires a hundred times more traffic
space than a pedestrian, and because it is impossible to build enough
roads for nearly two million motorized pilgrims who must all go to the
same places at the same times.
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4.2 ORGANIZATION OF PILGRIM ACCOMMODATIONS

With a tenfold increase in the number of pilgrims, the "Pilgrim
industry" has also taken on new dimensions. The organization of pilgrim
guides (Mutawfurt), which over centuries has developed fixed norms to
ensure the welfare of the pilgrims, is not in a position to suddenly
absorb the entire mass of modern problems through a rational alteration
of its structure. Consequently, this has led to chaos in the organization.
The government is trying to help by taking over more and more
functions from the pilgrim guides. Today, for example, they distribute
among the pilgrim guides, those pilgrims who, on arrival in the country,
have already paid the fees for their services and they handle
transactions between the two. The pilgrim guides no longer own the
houses in which they accommodate the pilgrims, but rent and lease
them. This is sometimes the case with their tent encampments as well
and invariably the way they arrange their means of transportation.

Wealthy pilgrims are accommodated in Makkah in "first class"
hotels where the prices are high, often more than 1000 Riyal (about US
$300) per bed. Less wealthy pilgrims are packed into houses that have
minimum facilities. They stand empty the rest of the year, but return
the capital invested after a few pilgrimages. Antiquated houses that have
an insufficient infrastructure for this sort of mass tourism are leased to
poorer pilgrims and the houses deteriorate because nobody shows any
concern for their preservation.

The competition of the pilgrim guides is no longer aimed
directly at the individual pilgrim but, instead, the allocation of large
numbers of pilgrims is its only goal. The campaign is fought around
current local criteria with such absurd offers as television or air
conditioning in the camps.

In the course of the Hajj, disturbances occur because
cooperation between pilgrim guides and the government is often
ineffective. For instance, a pilgrim guide will not take the risk of renting
accommodations before he knows the actual number of pilgrims
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allocated to him. By the time he learns of the number, space has
become so scarce that it is often too late to acquire as much as needed.
As a result, many pilgrims who have already paid for accommodations
must sleep on the streets of Makkah.

These and other faults in the organizational of structure are
transitory. However, for each solved problem, there seem to arise
several others, and this will continue until the relevant bodies come to a
basic agreement on the form of organization that is appropriate for the
current conditions of the Hajj.
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4.3 TENT CITIES

What has been stated about the pilgrim -traffic is also valid for
tent cities. One can observe an overall deterioration which can be traced
back to the increase in the number of pilgrims and with it the
unchecked incursion of the motorcar and its infrastructure. The
previous discussion shows that pedestrian traffic is the most efficient
means of transportation of the entire Hajj movement. Analogous to this
is the situation of the traditional tent cities. Compared with the
population density of the most crowded shanty towns of the world (i.e.,
the outskirts of Dacca, Bangladesh), the densities observed in the tent
cities of Arafat and Muna are approximately twice as high. The thin
cloth walls of the tents, the nearly unlimited adaptability to function and
topography, the easy, quick and safe way of putting up, taking down, and
converting them so that whole groups of tents can be arranged exactly
according to need and many other factors make the tent city an
efficient form of one story dwellings. Only with structures greater than
eight stories in height can one achieve equal efficiency and balance out
losses arising from thick walls, rigid confinement, a minimum of
circulation and open spaces, and constructional techniques. In spite of
this, tent cities are in danger of being replaced by other types of
buildings, which cannot accommodate these high densities, and seem,
therefore, to be counter -productive.

4.3.1 Tents

It is usual for tent manufacturers to have relatively small
workshops. They are forced to produce as cheaply as possible because
they must compete in a market that fights only with the conception of
quality. This results in a reduction of quality, and this has become
characteristic of the majority of standard tents. These are often
damaged after their first use, and proper storage and usage is no longer
worthwhile.
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Especially in Muna, where the high density of pilgrims demands
large, continuous roofed areas, the traditional tent is often replaced by
sheets of canvas stretched over tubular
steel frames.

In the representative camps of the VIPs, one sees more and
more mobile homes supplied with modern comforts. If it is not possible
to restore the tents' reputation, these might become the new model.
Further examples of the invasion of modern technology are air -

supported halls which enclose pilgrims in a hot atmosphere exposed to
the continuous noise of the blower and also European camping tents
which do not harmonize with the image of the tent city. In some places,
especially at Muna, the traditional tents look helpless and out of place
because they seem small in their scale and purpose in the shade of the
gigantic traffic structures. Because of the aforementioned problems in
the organization, there are many pilgrims left without any shelter who
bivouac just anywhere trying to find a protected corner or at least some
level ground in the traffic- constructions.

Also, the new large tent for the pilgrims in the airport in Jeddah
can be considered a degeneration of the original concept of the tent
city. Here the architects gave up the special adaptability that is a
characteristic of traditional Hajj arrangements as well as the humble
human scale that befits the pilgrimage in favor of a demonstration of
technical grandeur.

4.3.2 Tent Camps

The pilgrim guides (Mutawiffun) suddenly have to organize and
manage tent camps for previously unknown numbers of 10,000 or more
pilgrims and they have no specific training for the job. These large
camps have no traditional model. Many pilgrim guides improvise by
joining hundreds of standard tents to form large roofs which have no
stability in the wind. In many camps there are not sufficient toilets. The
aesthetic charm of the once beautiful tent cities has been impaired.
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Whereas previously pilgrims used to be served with a friendly
smile, there is self service now because the services of the pilgrim
guides have to care for ten times the number of pilgrims with barely
increased numbers of assistants and servants. Many Mutawiffun who
played an important role in old times during the Hajj no longer appear
in person and so have lost their role as religious teachers.

4.3.3 Arafat

The destruction of the traditional substance is least extensive in
Arafat. However, many new elements which are alien to the tent cities
have been brought in over the last twenty years. These include concrete
fences with large portals that are probably erected only for reasons of
prestige. Besides, there are some large concrete halls and water towers,
built with low quality materials, which possibly would fail tests of
structural safety. The buildings serve public functions, e.g., waiting areas
for lost pilgrims.

The asphalt road network
structure. The 35 floodlights on
technological scale of an airport
pilgrimage. This is emphasized
floodlights that are switched on for

is a complex alien form in Arafat's
60 m high steel masts reflect the
rather than the proportions of the
by the pale light of the halogen
the Nafra.

Four to six helicopters operate constantly from the middle of the
tent city and together with many generators and cars produce noise and
air pollution. The noise is increased by hundreds of portable
megaphones that blare out announcements. Also, the photographers
that one finds everywhere, in particular on Jabl Al -Rahma producing
Polaroid pictures for the pilgrims for 5 -10 Riyals, litter the ground with
toxic refuse.

Large scale police camps needing open space for parades are
found right in the densest areas of Arafat. Their inappropriate dark olive
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green color stands out inharmoniously against the predominant white of
the Hajj.

A smaller problem is the ascent to Jabl Al- Rahma, which is not
adequate for the immense mass of pilgrims. The upstream crowd has to
share a stairway 2 m wide in parts with the downstream crowd, causing
serious congestion the whole day.

The new Namira Mosque could offer about 20,000 prayer places
were it not already occupied in the early morning by pilgrims who
legitimately spend the whole day. Since nearly a million pilgrims collect
here around midday, only a small part can actually pray in its shade. The
others must content themselves with the area around the Mosque,
which is, for this function, in a most unsuitable state. Many parked cars
are in the way; the ground is partially polluted from lack of enough
toilets. The ground is uneven and there are tents and traders' booths
everywhere, so that many must offer the prayer at the Wadi, which is
outside the canonical border.

In spite of all these defects Arafat expresses the unique beauty of
traditional tent cities. However, since it is very likely that this beauty is
not recognized by the inhabitants of Makkah, one must fear that it will
deteriorate more and more with present developments.

4.3.4 Muzdalifa

The main sign of destruction of Muzdalifa is the aforementioned
asphalting of a large part of the valley, which now looks like a large car
park. This impression is enforced again by 40 floodlights which, as in
Arafat and Muna, bathe the nightly scene of the millions of pilgrims in
an eerie light. The technical character of Muzdalifa is further
emphasized by a steel bridge which forms a quasi portal for pedestrians
who pass under it to the valley. On the bridge and other roads tens of
thousands of cars are caught in traffic jams and the drivers become
increasingly aggressive. Together with the masses of disorientated
pilgrims, this presents chaos. The lack of public toilets and water taps,
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and the long queues for them strengthen this impression. At this point
many pilgrims lose their companions and wonder around in confusion.
Tired and without warming covers, they find a place to sleep on the
stony ground.

The pilgrim guides do not erect camps at this place, nor have
they ever done so traditionally. In former times, however, the pilgrims
marched here with the caravan of the pilgrim guide (Mutawaf or
Makauam) bringing all their equipment with them. Today everything is
prepared for them at camps in Arafat and Muna, but not in Muzdalifa;
and here they often have to spend the night without equipment. This
may be the reason the proportion of pilgrims going straight to Muna
gets larger every year.

Many pilgrims are unable to find rest and they stay awake with
tea and food purchased at the small expensive market of Muzdalifa. As
canonically prescribed, they move on to Muna immediately after an
especially early Fajr prayer.

4.3.5 Muna

All development problems of the Hajj are concentrated to a
maximum in Muna, the densest of the tent cities, where the pilgrims
stay the longest.

Aiysha, the young wife of the Prophet asked the Prophet if she
should build him a house in Muna to provide shade. But he answered:
'No, Muna is a resting place for the camels of those who arrive here
first.' This statement establishes a precedent for Muna, but in spite of
this, some buildings were erected years ago for the guests of the
inhabitants of Makkah. These constitute "Muna Village," close to the
Jamarat area. Apart from these houses, a palace for the king and the
Kheif Mosque, the valley remained mainly undeveloped until recently.
During the last' 30 years a number of new buildings have been added to
Muna Village and the palace.
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The real construction began in about 1975 when a motorway
bridge was built over the Jamarat area. At the same time, a number of
asphalted roads were laid through Muna. Shortly thereafter, the first
modern high -rise buildings were erected in the south, close to the
Mosque - mostly for the guests of various institutions. A large building
for the police had already been erected. The Mosque was enlarged and
the ravine at the exit of Muna was widened by blasting. The majority of
old houses immediately around the Jamarat area were demolished to
make room for pilgrims.

After 1974 building activity at. Muna increased considerably. The
Jamarat bridge was built in 9 months. At the same time, more old
houses were torn down and new and bigger ones built. The old Mosque
with the small dome fell victim to these hectic activities. The old
motorway bridge over the Jamarat area vanished and was replaced by a
new, larger steel bridge. At the same time the new sacrifice area in the
east of the valley was enlarged to nearly 50 ha. More motorway bridges
with access ramps were constructed. New roads were blasted into the
mountains; new high -rise buildings, some toilet buildings and new
smaller sacrificing areas with modern incinerators were constructed.

To òbtain more space for the millions of pilgrims a large hill in
the east of Muna was removed over the course of three years just as a
smaller one on the southern side of the valley had been already.

Each year a new Muna was to be seen and since many problems
remain unsolved, this development continues. This is understandable if
one considers certain figures: Formerly, nearly 400 ha were available as
campground for the 200,000 pilgrims; today, after a tenfold increase,
there are about 220 ha. The remainder has been given over to houses
and the infrastructure for vehicles (Hajj Center, 1985). The extreme
density of the tent city (over 5000 pilgrims /ha) cannot be increased by
multistory buildings. The presence of tens of thousands of parked
vehicles reduces Muna's accommodation capacity considerably. It is
obvious these new developments do not accommodate the increased
number of pilgrims. Instead they stem from the questionable wish to
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emulate western living standards. The tent camps have been reduced to
half the area of the valley, although ten times as many pilgrims as before
have to be accommodated. The occupation density has, in fact,
increased twenty -fold in the last decades.

In Arafat's wide valley, the tent city could grow larger, but the
space in Muna is restricted and has been reduced through these
developments. For this reason, the Mutawiffun camps are poorly
equipped and overpopulated. Many pilgrims are forced to pitch their
tents outside Muna's canonical borders.

To summarize the main problem of Muna, the lack of space for
the pilgrims' accommodation cannot be solved by further construction
of streets, bridges and multi -story buildings. These, instead, create an
image which clashes with the tent city. Some pilgrims impertinently
call it Munahattan. This is further emphasized at night by the same flood
light arrangements as in Arafat and Muzdalifa and ten heliports with
flashing beacons.
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4.4 THE JAMARAT IN MUNA

In the past there was a vast influx of pilgrims who wished to visit
the Jamarat al Akba in the last few hours before noon on the 10th and in
the afternoon of the 11th and 12th of the Hajj month in order to throw
pebbles onto the devil pillars. In former times, these " Jimar," built of
rough granite blocks, stood almost incidentally in the relatively wide
main street of the village of Muna. This reduced large crowds of people,
in which uncontrolled movements, congestions and crushes could
occur. One can compare this function to a sponge which absorbs the
masses of pilgrims and prevents large interior movements.

To meet the demand of the enormously grown mass of pilgrims,
the buildings in the immediate proximity of the devil pillars (Jimar )
were removed in 1972. This created an open space of 20 -30 ha for a
large continuous crowd. The density in this mass increases to an
excessive level during the hours of the main rush. In 1974 a fence,
consisting of motorway crash barriers, was erected across the area, so
that the pilgrims were divided near the great Jamarat to generate a
one -way- system. Because the pilgrims tried to return the same way they
came, this device failed to function. Since many of them were injured in
the crush at the fence, it was removed immediately after the first run
(Hajj Center, 1985).

Because of these events, every alert observer knew that with an
increase in the number of the pilgrims, a catastrophe could occur.
Because of this, the new Jamarat bridge was built. So far, this has
regulated the stream of pilgrims at the Jamarat and has reduced the
problem in that the stoning now takes place on two floors. Fears that
the steam of pilgrims might become congested and possibly injured
between the hard barriers of this construction have not materialized.
Since this could happen in an outbreak of panic, it is suggested that the
fence that closes in the lower walk be removed because it represents a
hazard.

The situation around the great devil pillar ( Jamarat al Akba) now
on two levels is distinguished by an enormous crowding, during which
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many pilgrims lose their sandals. The situation is not much better at all
three pillars (Jimar) on the following two days. The main problem is the
bridge at its eastern entrances to which the great congestion has been
moved and where the pilgrim mass now waits to pass the bottleneck.

The problem of handling such immense, continuous and
directed crowds is new to engineers. Nothing similar is to be found
anywhere in the world, at least not where technical sciences are
applied to such problems. Reflections on these questions exist - without
experimental data for the evacuation of towns in cases of catastrophe
and for cases of panic in theaters, sports arenas and large meeting
places. However, these constitute different conditions and there is a
need for basic research to crowd interactions.
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4.5 ANIMAL SACRIFICE IN MUNA

Since ancient times, animal sacrifice has been an important
component of the Hajj. In the past, the sacrifice had several additional
functions besides being an atonement and to call to the remembrance of
Abrahim and his son. First, it prevented hunger at this most important
Islamic festival, the 'Id Al -Adha, because there was meat in abundance.
This, custom, like the obligatory alms (zakat) belonged first to members
of the family, then to friends, travellers and the poor. The remaining
meat was dried and constituted storable food for the poor and
provisions for the pilgrims on their long journeys home (refa't, 1925).
The name of the feast days of Muna, Ayam Al- Tashrik (the days of the
strips of meat) is a reminder of this custom which is still observed in
some parts of Muna where impecunious pilgrims erect their tents.

Today, however, the majority of pilgrims do not take provisions
with them. For this reason a large proportion of the sacrificial animals -

a number which has increased absolutely and relatively with the number
of pilgrims - is not made use of and just decays on the spot where they
are killed. This has become a considerable nuisance and large
incinerators have been installed to remedy the situation.

Even with the larger sacrificing area and three incinerators for
the carcasses the procedure is still quite intolerable because the
slaughter takes place, not where it was intended, but through some lack
in the planning and organization, around the entrance instead. Here an
unbearable stench hinders the pilgrims in their progress and a
disgusting mountain of carcasses grows just where its removal is made
impossible by the stream of pilgrims following, so that it can only be
dealt with after the Hajj
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4.6 SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS

The traditional ways fail to meet the pilgrims' needs because of
the increase in numbers. Conditions are appalling, especially in the case
of the toilets. Formerly, a very simple arrangement sufficed; a pit was
dug, a special board with a hole put on it and a small tent erected over
it, providing the Muslims with the necessary privacy for this function.

This system is still in use in Arafat, because there is no lack of
space. However, this is not the case in Muna. This system - as far as it
exists - is no longer suitable. In Muzdalifa and on many roads there are
no facilities at all with the exception of experimental construction.
Since 1980 there have been few modern toilet blocks available. The
sanitary arrangements around the Holy Mosque of Makkah also require
urgent attention.

There is no single, operative system for refuse collection,
although the new arrangement for the incineration of carcasses would
readily lend itself to the burning of garbage. However, the circulation of
service vehicles through the steam of pilgrims might not be possible.
Nevertheless, the unbelievable volume of packing material produced by
modern consumer goods results in a massive and dangerous
accumulation of garbage which mixes with feces along the roads and
elsewhere.

This accumulated garbage and dead carcasses are the main
breeding places for insects - mainly mosquitoes and flies - which
develop into a dangerous nuisance in the tent cities and also in Makkah
during the Hajj. These are fought on the ground and from the air with
insecticides, which constitute a toxic and psychic strain on humans.
The exhaust fumes from cars and generators add to the health problems
of pilgrims.
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4.7 THE INFORMATION SYSTEM.

The traditional means by which pilgrims learned of the Hajj, its
places and arrangements took place on two levels. The first was in the
homeland of the pilgrims by those who had already been on the
pilgrimage to Makkah. They carried the honorary title of Al -Hajji and
had a special place in society. From them, one could learn everything
necessary for the accomplishment of the pilgrimage, the stay in Makkah
and the Holy Rituals. Since the places altered very little and the
pilgrims' observation was sharpened through months of long and
difficult travel, these Hajjis' instructions were realistic and often
applicable in considerable detail. There are reports of pilgrimages from
all parts of the world of Islam which give accurate records and sketches.

The second level of information was found in Makkah itself. The
pilgrim could compare reality with his knowledge and especially when
his pilgrim guide (Mutawaf) taught and guided him through the Hajj, its
arrangements and its customs. Moreover, through this experience, the
unity of the whole Islamic culture was constantly renewed and
strengthened.

Today, the majority of the pilgrims arrive in Makkah without any
relevant information. They come to completely changed places where
the few, who still have received traditional reports, can recognize
almost nothing except the Ka'ba. Most are transported directly from
their village to the Hajj with the most modern equipment they have
ever seen. Having arrived in the Hejaz, they are handed on from one
organization and traffic system to the next. They no longer learn much
about the Holy Rituals and Places from their pilgrim guides, whom they
may never even meet, and before they have a chance for reflection, they
are already on the jet for their flight home.

There are no usable maps of the Holy Places which might prove
helpful even if the majority of pilgrims could read them. Even the
documents of the police are relatively sketchy, so that single camps or
houses in Makkah are difficult to find. If a pilgrim gets separated from a

group that is provided with a guide, he is lost for a long time unless by
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chance he meets a fellow pilgrim from his camp or someone who can
show him the way. Streets and quarters have letter codes, which even
the inhabitants of Makkah cannot understand. The pilgrims who do not
walk with their group have to ask the way to the various places and
rarely receive reliable information from other pilgrims who are not
acquainted with the area themselves.

The public toilets are badly signposted so that finding them is
difficult. The new signposts, e.g., at the Jamarat bridge, are in the style
of the western street sign and not suitable for pilgrims on foot. Useful
information systems for the stream of pilgrims does not exist. The lack
of general and fundamental information makes pilgrims insecure and
suspicious; when they find a sign, they do not follow it. Therefore, the
introduction of one -way systems becomes useless because they walk
back the way they came. They also try to find shortcuts wherever
possible. This creates dangerous situations.

In the early nineteenth century a Chinese
pilgrim wrote an account in Chinese of his
journey to Makkah as a guide for his Muslim
compatriots. It included this diagram of the
Sacred Mosque; from the historical record of
the Hajj Research Center.
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4.8 PROBLEMS OF SAFETY

There are no traditional patterns of behavior or existing
arrangements which could possibly cope with the vast number of
modern technical developments found during the Hajj. There exists a
wide range of hazards which threaten the life, health and property of
the pilgrims and others engaged in the activities of the Hajj. For
example, in 1982 there was a great fire in Muna which cost many lives.
One can trace its cause back to various circumstances. It probably
started with a gas leak at a camp fire and, because of the density in
Muna, it was able to spread to the hundreds of cars with full petrol
tanks which lined all the roads. The cars and gas bottles exploded like
incendiary bombs.

A further source of danger is technically faulty electrical
installations that can endanger and injure people either directly
through electrical shocks or through fires that are started by short
circuits.

The many aircraft which fly low over the heads of the pilgrims
constitute a serious source of danger. It is inconceivable what would
happen should one of them fall into the crowd, whether through human
or technical fault.

The new habit of joining together hundreds of tents to form a
large expanse can also be a danger in high winds when such a roof could
be lifted and become entangled in construction, e.g., the light- masts. A
further incalculable source of danger stems from the thousands of
vehicles present. Because they are not inspected, they are often in a
precarious state. Not only technical breakdowns, but the apparent
incompetence of the drivers contributes to the danger. Many buses,
pickups and ordinary cars are overloaded to a dangerous degree. The
mixing of pedestrian and vehicular traffic and the partly unsafe
footpaths present another danger.

The Arthur has no knowledge of the statistics of the occurrence
of accidents during the Hajj. However, one must consider what could
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possibly happen in order to judge the technical safety of the Hajj and
there is indeed a high potential for accidents. In Muna there is a highly
developed control center, where critical points of the Hajj can be
observed on video camera monitors. But dangers cannot be averted as
long as the Hajj remains chaotic and has no structure with control
points by which an effective influence can be exercised.
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4.9 CRITICAL REMARKS FOR THE HOLY AREA

In all periods of Islamic history, it was the highest honor for
architects, artists and craftsmen to participate in works done in the
Holy Cities. Therefore, the tasks of repair, building and decoration were
given only to the best and most pious, and the inhabitants of Makkah as
well as of Medina strictly observed the works in order to prevent any
transgression. In all reports on building activities in the Holy Cities -

especially those done for the Great Mosques - one can find reference to
the circumspection associated with these works.

Today as in the past the Holy Cloth of the Ka'ba, the Kiswa is
woven and embroidered in specially built workshops. During the work
there is no chatting and only the right hand may be used to embroider
the black silk cloth with golden threads. During the work, verses from
the Quran are recited. In recent years, however, the working methods
in the Great Mosque and the other holy places have changed. Rows of
construction workers stand behind pneumatic drills and, surrounded by
the noise of machinery, dig deep caves in the court of the Holy Mosque:
the Safa hill has been partly removed by blasting with dynamite in order
to facilitate the vehicular circulation around the Mosque, etc.

In Muna the most modern western technologies are applied and
the workers, engineers and supervisors behave as "western" as possible.
The signs of alienation also can be seen in the design: motorway
bridges, high -rise buildings and air conditioners instead of streets with
a human scale, pilgrim tents and delicate Mushrabiahs; steel, concrete,
glass, aluminum, plastics, instead of stone, ceramics, adobe and wood;
polyester fabrics and plastic sheeting instead of cotton, linen, wool and
leather. The Islamic artist and raftsman want only to be a tool in God's
hand, to perform according to His great plan. Modern technology,
however, tends to remove problems, correct nature, or even improve or
conquer it.

It is inevitable that the sum total of these facts should paint a
negative picture of the real situation, since neither the positive efforts
of the authorities nor the achievements of the government and the
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police have been mentioned. In spite of the apparent lack of
infrastructure and the objectively counter- productive advice given by
experts, each year the millions of pilgrims are helped through the Hajj
with a low incidence of serious disturbances. This bears witness to the
commitment of the authorities. Thus, one has reason to believe that an
increase in knowledge will lead to an improvement in the situation.
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5.1 RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Time passes; one cannot turn it back. One cannot restore the
Hajj to the state is was in at the very beginning of Islam because
conditions have also changed:

1. The victorious nations of both world wars have fragmented the
uniformly ordered Islamic empire.

2. The development of modern technology has made it easy to
cover great distances, but it has also made the whole world dependent
on its infrastructure.

3. Today there are more Muslims and pilgrims than ever.

4. Saudi Arabia, to which the holy places have belonged since
1925, is wealthier than any Arabic country and is in a position to begin
new developments.

These are a few fundamental factors, the consequences of which
can be seen in two phenomena:

1. A tenfold increase in the number of pilgrims.

2. An invasion of modern technology into the structure of the
Hajj.

Modern transportation brings many pilgrims to the Hajj . New

technology provides the necessary utilities that, in turn, require a
secondary infrastructure (roads, etc.) which take up valuable space in
the holy places. Density has increased in the remaining areas because
the pilgrims with their cars, demand more space today than before.
Convinced that the consequent problems can be solved by building more
and more secondary infrastructures, less space becomes available. Since
1975, a critical situation has come into existence. To continually apply
the methods currently used to eliminate this crisis will only lead to a
dead end. This vicious circle is caused by the belief that all problems
can be solved by technological innovation. In fact, in earliest Islamic
times the holy places accommodated up to 800,000 pilgrims, but did
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not have to contend with modern mechanized developments, such as
the automobile. The automobile has its place, but certainly not for short
distances of mass movement of pilgrims' between Makkah and Arafat.
The most efficient transportation system for the masses of pilgrims
under given conditions is pedestrian traffic - the traditional form of the
Hajj.

This is also true of accommodations for the masses of pilgrims in
Muna and Arafat. Under the given conditions, no other city could
tolerate the densities that are found in the traditional tent city. In the
past, the town of Makkah with its traditionally soft interface between
Mosque and dwellings was better suited to cope with the yearly influx of
pilgrims than it is today.

One can cite the convertible sunshades that once existed in the
Great Mosque but unfortunately have disappeared as an example of how
progressive the traditional methods of adapting to changing situations
really were. This examples show that the mature structures of the Hajj
were fundamentally more efficient than modern technology that is
applied today. That technology could penetrate into the Hajj can be
explained by the fact that for the last 200 years traditional forms have
been decaying, probably because of the prolonged military disputes
between the dwellers of the desert and the Turkish martial
administration of the Hejjaz.

Traditional forms are living structures. If they are not
maintained and adapted to constantly changing conditions, they perish.
The blind faith in modern technology came into existence after a period
of decay. The expectations which accompanied it have not been fulfilled.
The modern crisis in the development of the Hajj cannot be overcome
unless the traditional forms have again been raised to a technically and
culturally high standard.

Some measures which can restore the form of the Hajj are
detailed below. The ability to function efficiently would be the first pre-
condition for any real improvement.
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5.2 THE RELIGIOUS BASIS

1. The Hajj is the fifth of the five pillars (Arkam) of Islam and is
the only one which is obligatory under certain conditions.

It is the duty of all Muslems towards God to

come to the House a pilgrim, if he or she is

able to make his way there. (Koran 2/97)

, . , .. ,., -

. ,5
Under Islamic jurisdiction, this is generally understood to mean

only those who can afford it in terms of finances, health and strength. A
planner cannot foretell the number of pilgrims who strive to make Hajj
unless he sets certain limits for their selection. This criteria is
discussed throughout this chapter.

2. Pilgrims seek the forgiveness and mercy of God and by
faithfully following the Islamic teachings, they have a right to hope. This
rule is established in the Koran by the word of God in the following
verse:

You have a good example in God's Messenger

for whosoever hopes for God and the Last Day

and remembers God oft. (Koran 33/21)

: y W' 3 àáá1
1i<

It follows that the ideal of Muslims is essentially to follow the
Prophet and this form is regulated by canonical law (Shariah). The
criterion to judge the rehabilitation of the holy areas must be for the
greatest number of pilgrims who can perform the Hajj according to
these rules.

3. Pilgrims wish to attain this religious goal with the highest
measure of safety and dignity and the least distraction and disturbance.

4. To achieve this involves preservation of the natural and
historical environment, which, in turn, demands that the amount of
construction for the Hajj be kept to a minimum.

5. Since Makkah is the focal point and the Hajj the summit in
the religious life of all Muslims, it is necessary to consider the variations
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that can occur in the performance of the holy rites as laid down in the
canonical law of the various orthodox schools of thought.

5.3 THE GROWTH OF THE HADJ

If one assumes that each Muslim performs the Hajj once in a
lifetime, then one would expect 10 -15 million pilgrims in Makkah at
the present time. Additionally, further increases appear unavoidable. In
about 15 years, the number of pilgrims could rise above 3 million, but
developments are not linear. For instance, taking into account the
influence that climate has on the Hajj and the fact that fewer pilgrims
are able to endure temperatures up to 55 -C than in recent years when
the Hajj still occurred in the relatively cooler season, then one arrives at
an estimated high of 3.5 million which may be reached after the year
2000, and a low of 2.5 million, which has practically been reached
already (Halj Center, 1985`).

Taking this into account, further growth might be expected after
25 years when the climatic cycle is repeated. But, of course, the growth
of the Hajj is also influenced by political events, catastrophes and other
factors so that predictions remain uncertain. Most estimates are
between 2.3 and 3.5 million.

The traditional means which limited the number of pilgrims
coming to the Hajj, i.e., the extreme exertion, the great dangers and the
high cost of the long and far journey to Makkah, no longer exist. As
explained, one must reckon with the maximum number of pilgrims as a
conditioning factor. If, however, the Hajj reaches its maximum capacity,
administrative measures will become necessary to avoid disaster. For
instance, the introduction of waiting lists and the provision of realistic
information to potential pilgrims might reduce the mass numbers of
people performing Hajj. Because the places of the Hajj are actually
limited, allowing the highest possible number of pilgrims to travel to
Makkah leads to a restriction of performance of each individual's
religious duty. Other measures such as demanding high fees when
issuing visas constitutes a bias in favor of well-to -do pilgrims.
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5.4. THE ISLAMIC PILGRIM, AL HAM

The pilgrim who stands in Makkah before his God has set aside
his office, status and personality as well as his normal attire and is
anonymous in his two unsewn white sheets. For the duration of the Hajj,
the pilgrim has given up demands for luxury and worldly comfort, but
his body has basic needs and his sense of self demands that he complete
the pilgrimage with dignity.

For a Muslim this means good, clean food, fresh water for
drinking and his ritual ablutions, a shaded place for sleeping, a warm
blanket for the cool hours of the night and privacy for his personal
needs. He needs shade where he spends the longer periods of time
because the majority of pilgrims are not used to the burning sun of
Makkah. He needs paths on which he can go barefoot to the various holy
places should he have lost his sandals in the crush. He needs resting
places and water again and again so that he does not get dehydrated and
suffer a heatstroke. If he is old, handicapped or weak, he may need to
be driven or carried and should he fall ill or meet with an accident, he
needs medical care. He needs reliable information about all questions of
religion and orientation. He needs a person he can turn to with
questions during the Hajj, one who recognizes him, one who cares. He
requires a bed in Makkah and Muna, although he only needs shade from
the sun and a temporary camp in Arafat, and the bare essentials to sleep
in Muzdalifa. In the tents, there should be additional room for his
belongings. He needs 10 to 5 litres of water per day. The pilgrims
should not be packed so tightly in the walkways that they cannot move
or that they have to fear injury. This means that a density of 4 -6
pilgrims per sq. m must not be exceeded (Hajj Center, 1985). Because
higher densities are endurable only for short periods of time, care must
be taken to avoid any danger where these are unavoidable, i.e., especially
at the Jamarat, Sa'i and Tawaf. He must not be distracted from his
worship by the smell of the carcasses or the noise and emissions from
machinery. Apart from all this, I believe that the pilgrims have a right to
see the beauty of the Ka'ba of the Tawaf and Sa'i, the tent cities of Arafat
and Muna, of the stream of pilgrims in their white garments in the
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sunshine and the moonlight at the Nafra, and that all Muslims have a
right to expect a beautiful Makkah.

In the following sections these demands are extended to a
comprehensive concept, which is based on the conservation of the
traditional form of the Hajj and the holy places. It is unquestionable to
the discerning architect and planner that the tent cities and the
pedestrian traffic of the pilgrims - phenomena more than 1000 years
old - be preserved, not only because they give the Hajj its image, but
because they are supremely effective.

5.5 The Tent

The camps and tents of the pilgrim guides (Mutawiffun) are like
the molecules and atoms of the tent cities. The square standard tent is
the main element. It is in danger of being eliminated because today, it is
poorly manufactured. To prevent this, the materials used and the
craftsmen's work will have to be raised once again to a technically high
level. This will be possible when the Hajj has been stabilized so that
organizers will make long -term investments. To stop a further
degeneration of tent cities, the constructions and layout used by the
Mutawiffun will have to be brought under technical and aesthetic
control. This must be carried out by a governing body prepared to
protect the character of the tent cities. Technical and formal
improvements of the tents must be approved by this body to establish
quality control standards which counteract the destructive competition
of the tent manufacturers.

5.5.1 Fire Precautions

Cotton and, especially, the artificial textiles available today for
mobile tents are all combustible. It is relatively simple to flame -proof
cotton material before it is made into tents. This impregnation,
however, increases the weight of the tent by 10 -20 %. Flame -proof
pilgrim tents could gradually replace the old ones.
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5.5.2 The Standard Tent

The provision of a dignified sleeping place and room for luggage
must allow movement without climbing over other pilgrims. This allows
6 places for pilgrims with a bed size of 2x1 m for each 4x4 m tent, or at
the most for 7 -8 with beds 80 cm wide. In Muna where pilgrims have to
spend the night, the number of 8 per tent should not be exceeded. In
Arafat where this is not the case, more pilgrims can find shade in one
tent. The same applies to the round tents, except that for geometrical
reasons overcrowding is not easily possible.

Tents, which function without guy ropes or those constructed
with climatic improvements, should be considered. However,
innovations of this kind should be approached with caution and
accepted only after consideration of the overall advantages.

Conventional standard tent.

5.5.3 Large Tents

Standard tent without guy ropes. Standard tent without guy
ropes or masst.

In large tents, higher densities are possible by arranging
sleeping places in long rows. Traditionally, certain Mutawiffun prefer
these larger tents which contribute to the appearance of the Hajj if kept
within certain proportions.
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5.5.4 Assembly Tents and Others

The beautiful double- skinned assembly tents manufactured in
sturdy traditional quality are becoming quite rare and must be
preserved. Their use in the camps should be fostered.

The manifold tents and other structures which are erected by
pilgrims who are not organized cannot be controlled. These are very
small and it is a characteristic of the Hajj that they make their
appearance in certain places in every form imaginable.
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5.6 THE TENT CAMPS

The maximum densities of accommodation in tent camps are
higher than in all other single story buildings known. The thin -walled
tents are adaptable and very often the same tent serves the pilgrims as a
sleeping, living and circulation area, although this would lead to great
difficulties in rigid- wall houses. Because tent camps are assembled on
level ground and can easily be lifted from any side, security traffic space
is generally not needed. Additionally, pilgrim guides can adapt the tent
encampments to the needs of their pilgrim groups.

Like the tent cities, the institution of the pilgrim guides is a
traditional factor for which there is no alternative. The pilgrim guide is
the leader of his camp for the pilgrims under his care during their stay
in the holy places.

The separation of the sexes plays an important role with
Muslims. The pilgrim guide brings his family along so that pilgrim
women can receive guidance from the women of the guide's family;
therefore, a family harem is needed in the tent camp.

The size of the camps vary today between 100 and 5000
pilgrims. An average size of up to 600 would be ideal if the camps are
subdivided into groups of 200 with an assistant pilgrim guide
accompanying the pilgrims to the holy rituals. Large scale camps should
be discouraged or at least sub- divided to meet these conditions. Two
hundred to 300 pilgrims would constitute a single unit, including a
small harem for the pilgrim guide or his assistant, an assembly tent
large enough to accommodate all male members of the camp, as well as
adequate services, i.e., 30 -40 standard tents, an assembly tent of at last
50 sq. m, a camp for the harem of the pilgrim guide (consisting of 3 -4
tents) and at least 10 toilets.

To allow for movement this would require 800-1,400 sq. m; this
allows about 4.6 sq. m per pilgrim (m /P) for comfortable occupation, 3.5
sq. m/P for tight and 2.4 sq. m/P for densest occupation. This
corresponds (to densities of 2000 pilgrim per hectare (P /ha) in
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In no way should the manifold appearance of the tent camps be
restricted by administrative measures. The authorities must ensure that
a high level of technical quality, coupled with dignity and security for
the pilgrims is achieved and indecent treatment of pilgrims avoided.
This also includes a supply of pure freshwater, sanitary toilets, adequate
provisions and someone to take care of their personal welfare.

e

p/

Jimmie 1 111
1111111111

A similar camp in Muna, ( here with a density of 4500 pilgrims / Ha ).
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5.7 THE TENT CITY OF ARAFAT

In the narrow valley of Muna, a higher density arises than in
spacious Arafat, where the pilgrims stay for a few hours. For this reason
Arafat should remain the classical tent city. Especially here, care should
be taken to preserve its pristine character. This character has already
been impaired and should be restored. What is most important to
remove is the inorganic network of roads and floodlights which cut
across and injure the soft structure of the tent city. With a density of
2000 -3000 (P /ha) and with traffic requirements taking up 10 -20% of
the camp area, Arafat needs an area of 600 -1000 ha for 2 million
pilgrims or 1000 -1500 ha for 3 million. At present, it has about 850 ha
at its disposal. The boundaries to the south and north appear to be
flexible and further areas could be found according to requirements.

The requirements for the Mosque, the Jabl Al -Rahma and the
market have not been considered. If 50% of the pilgrims partake in the
communal midday prayer of Arafat, an area of 40 ha is needed; the Jabl
Al -Rahma with all its facilities is about 30 -40 ha and the axis between
these two points requires another 30 -40 ha in order to accommodate
all necessary facilities and the market (Hajj Center). This means that
100 -200 ha are, needed for public functions in Arafat. The remaining
area of between 730 ha and an indeterminate maximum is available for
the tent camps which cover about 450 ha at the present time. It is
evident that even with a higher number of pilgrims, a tent town can be
retained in Arafat without introducing new elements. Measures require
moving all facilities which are not necessary, the heliport and the
carparks outside the canonical boundaries of Arafat. All permanent
buildings that carry public functions should be taken down and replaced
by non- permanent structures that harmonize with the tent city. They
should be situated in the public area between the mosque and Jabl Al-
Rahma. Concrete fences, gates and miscellaneous structures should be
removed ( see page 66 - 69 ).

Outside the mosque a large area should be supplied with
demountable lightweight screens to shade the million praying pilgrims.
These sunroofs should be erected shortly before the Hajj and taken
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down again afterwards. For the remainder of the year, a small
permanent building would suffice for occasional visitors.

Proposal for a shading roof at the reconstructed historical Namira Mosque

The provision of washing facilities and toilets in the camps
should be made mandatory (at least 1, toilet for 40 pilgrims). Adequate
non -permanent services should be provided for non -organized pilgrims
on their reserved sites (at least 1 toilet for 50 pilgrims). Public toilets
should be erected in the vicinity of the mosque, the Jabl Al -Rahma and
on the axis connecting these areas. Public areas should be shaded in
parts so that pilgrims can rest in comfort; the pedestrian axis should be
arranged in such a way that the resting pilgrims will not impede the
flow of movement. This axis constitutes the eastern end of the
pedestrian system. A diffuse safety lighting system should replace the
present high -mast floodlighting, supplying the pedestrians with
minimum light requirements. Generators should be banned from the
camps. Because most of the tents in Arafat are vacated before dusk, the
use of battery operated torches, gas, oil and petrol lamps should suffice.
They are a common light source for the Hajj . The supply of fresh water
in the camps should utilize containers made of flexible membrane
instead of tin. They should be filled before the Hajj since tankers would
burden the traffic flow. These containers should be sufficiently large so
as not to need refilling. The existing large reservoirs in Arafat are
adequate water sources for public services. Toilets should be erected in
decentralized locations in the camp areas and concentrated where
traffic congestions are expected.
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5.8 Mtrzdalifa

To rehabilitate this valley the alienating car-park character
should be eliminated by the removal of asphalt surfaces. The original
sandy desert floor found in all the holy valleys represents an ideal .
surface for all requirements of the Hajj. It does not heat up too much
with the sun, absorbs moisture quickly and has good orthopaedic
properties. Apart from the principal traffic routes, which deserve
special treatment, the natural ground surface should be left as it is or
otherwise restored.

Muzdalifa's function is on the 10th night of the lunar month, i.e.,
shortly before full moon. An overall illumination is not necessary and the
existing floodlights on high masts should be removed.

Instead of floodlights, low intensity safety lighting is needed but
only on the main pedestrian routes, around the mosque, in the area of
public services and in the market that offers food and drinks to the
pilgrims.

For the pilgrims who want to join in congregational prayers
here, a fenced enclosure should replace the large modern mosque
building, since it is used only at night. As a landmark and for occasional
visitors during the remainder of the year, a small building would suffice,

at best a reconstruction of the historical mosque.

Toilet facilities for Muzdalifa should not be concentrated, but
neither dispersed to such an extent that they cannot be found. The
necessary number of units should be erected at 4 -6 points along the

pedestrian axis. For about 80% of the pilgrims spending the night here,
approximately 10,000 toilets are needed. This portion will have to be
studied empirically, but an experiment should not have less than 4 -6
units, each with about 600 toilets if it is to be successful. These facilities
are used for 8 -12 hours and should be simple devices. Arrangements for

pumping water should be integrated with an aqueduct which runs
alongside the main pedestrian routes. Because most of the pilgrims
spend the night here without equipment, facilities to hire mattresses
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and blankets should prove useful. Pilgrims could leave them where they
are after use and the next day they could be collected by hired firms. It
would be ideal - even if not necessary - if in place of the king's house, a
particularly beautiful encampment was erected, representing his dignity
and at the same time setting an example that for the Hajj, no
permanent houses are necessary outside Makkah.

Such a royal camp - also in Arafat and Muna - need not be
inferior in soundness, dignity and comfort to a permanent house.
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5.9 MUNA

5.9.1 Land Use in the Tent City

By improving organization and drastically reducing empty spaces
in Muna, the most narrow of the valleys, the density could be increased
to a maximum of 4000 -4500 P /ha. As ascertained, this is only possible
by maintaining the traditional tent city. When the main part of the
pilgrim movement has reverted to pedestrian traffic, the area required
would be reduced to about 8% of the camp sites ( HajJ Center ). Altogether
this suggests that for the estimated low maximum of 2 million pilgrims,
there is a need for about 500 ha and under maximum densities for 3
million about 650 ha for the tent city. Since the plain of Muna measures
380 ha, and 30 ha are additionally required for the Jamarat and Al Kheif
Mosque, about 100 -300 ha are still needed because of the growth in the
number of pilgrims (Hameduddin, 1978). This figure presupposes that
in Muna valley all possible areas are available for camps. Apart from
some valuable historical buildings, all other permanent buildings should
be removed from the valley and the areas again made available to the
genuine tent city. All functions not necessary inside Muna's canonical
borders should be transferred to the surrounding areas. Permanent
buildings needed in Muna, for instance, the Royal Palace or perhaps a
central organization building, could be located on the mountain slopes
in a style which is unobtrusive in the landscape. The places of sacrifice,
so long as they can remain centralized, should be moved to the border
of Muna or on the way to Makkah, so as not to take up area within the
canonical region.

Public toilets and washing places can be integrated into the
pedestrian system where markets and other public facilities are located.
Twenty -30 ha can be gained by elevating the pedestrian axis by 3 -4 m in
the region of the tent city so that non -organized pilgrims can camp in
the shade under the elevated walkway.

Another 10 -15 ha can be acquired for the pilgrims'
accommodation if, at the eastern entrance to Muna's valley, a waiting
area is arranged to hold back the pilgrims and keep them from pushing
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towards the Jamarat. The necessary open space east of the Jamarat area
could be reduced. The main site deficit can be remedied by utilizing the
mountain slopes more intensively. They are terraced in the
surroundings of the Jamarat as in former times, and it appears logical to
continue terracing from there. Since the number of pilgrims is not
predictable, an adaptable method of terracing is recommended to make
removal of all construction possible without harm to the natural
landscape of the holy valleys.

By this means 1.4 - 1.6 million pilgrims can be accommodated in
traditional tent camps in Muna valley and a further 0.6 - 1.4 million can
be housed on the terraced mountain slopes. Muna can accept 2 -3
million pilgrims in a dignified way in tents inside it's canonical borders.

Tents for Mina's mountain slopes.

Elevating the pedestrian axis
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5.9.2 The Jamarat

The mass of pilgrims who stone the Jamarat al Akba on the 10th
of the Hajj month and all three Jimar on the 11th and 12th, need
guidance to avoid dangerous congestion. The present non -authentic two
story Jamarat has not solved the problem but moved it (although
theoretically double the number of people can approach the Jimar). As
with the Tawaf, reflection indicates the questionable arrangement of
several stories: The circumference increases linearly with the radius,
i.e., in order to allow more people through simultaneously at the Jimar,
one must double the circumference of the railings from where pebbles
are thrown. At the present time, the distance of the stone pillar to the
edge is about 4 m. A person can throw a pebble 10 m with ease so that
the distance between the railings and the Jimar could be at least that
far. Many pilgrims throw their pebbles over larger distances when they
stand back in the crowd.

A 10 m distance results in a circumference of 63 m, three times
larger than the present arrangement. This means that a railing with a
distance of 10 m from the pillar is as productive as three stories. If one
elevates the position of the throwers by about 2 -3 m, even a weak,
untrained and unaimed throw will strike the symbols of Satan with
sufficient impetus. Apart from the Jimar themselves, every obstruction
in the immediate proximity of the masses could spell potential danger.

A tall, easily visible sign placed near the Jimar will help pilgrims
with their orientation. In the past lanterns were hung on tall poles
(which could be seen from afar). The thrust which can occur at the
Jimar should be eased by facilities allowing pilgrims to flow away.

The two story arrangement is unnecessary and must be removed
because not only does it destroy the authenticity of Muna valley, but it
has created a new problem at its east entrances and alienated. the event
of the Jamarat. (Night time under the Jamarat bridge resembles more
an underground car- park than an Islamic pilgrimage).
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Since the main influx on the Jimar occurs in daylight, a lighting
system simpler than the existing one would suffice. This should be
concentrated around the stone pillars and its dimensions geared to a
minimum of safety. As in former times, this could act as a landmark for
the Jimar.

Scheme for a new arrangement of the jamarat
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5.9.3 The Kheif Mosque

The old fine dome
fell victim to the hectic
pilgrims who pray here is
Prayer in Arafat.

as well as some minorets of the Kheif Mosque
building program in Muna. The number of
large, but certainly much less than the Dhuhr

However, the same, principle applies to Muna as to Arafat, i.e., to
build a permanent mosque of adequate size appears senseless
considering that it is used once a year. For this reason a small building
is sufficient for the Kheif Mosque to remind the occasional visitor that
this is the place where the Prophet had his camp. This could be a
reconstruction of the old Mosque as in Arafat and Muzdalifa.
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For the Hajj and the 'Id prayer in Muna, there should be an
enclosure and a sufficiently large non -permanent shading roof which
can be taken down and stored until the next season. At the entrance to
this area there should be sufficient toilets and washing facilities (one
washing place for 20 pilgrims, one toilet for 50 -100 pilgrims).
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Proposal for a shading roof at the reconstructed historical Kheif Mosque in Muna.

5.9.4 The Sacrificial Slaughter

Canonical law provides for the consumption of the sacrificial
animal and its distribution to the poor. For Muslims every waste is
abhorred. Through the introduction of relatively high fees for the
provision of services, paid on arrival in the country, coupled with the
wealth of the Saudi Arabian nation, the number of poor pilgrims has
drastically diminished and, with the increase of social benefits, might
vanish altogether.
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Most of the sacrificial animals are not consumed but stay where
they have been slaughtered and if they are not removed - as today in
incineration plants - the quickly decaying carcasses cause considerable
offense and even a health hazard to pilgrims. Unless this nuisance is
removed, the rehabilitation of the Hajj cannot proceed.

The direct sale of animals to the camps allows many sacrifices to
be made in the camps and used to feed the pilgrims.

By extending the traditional, small -scale distribution system to
cover 60% of the organized camps, 100,000 -200,000 animals can be
consumed with due consideration for the environment without waste
and according to Sunna. This arrangement has the advantage of
reducing pedestrian traffic in Muna.

Needy pilgrims, a proportion appropriate to the economical
realities of the Hajj, should be admitted at least from neighboring
countries, and on land and sea routes without paying large fees. Since
poverty is widespread in many Islamic countries (which can only issue
entry permits to financially capable pilgrims), many regions of the
Islamic world remain under -represented.

However, until then the gigantic arrangements which currently
exist are certainly adequate - if anything, too large - and can be reduced
according to circumstances. First, the place of sacrifice and the
incineration plant should be removed from the northwest side of the
valley, since they take up valuable camping space and reduce the
utilization of greater areas through the offensive odors and emissions
that accompany them. The main plant should be reduced to a third to
correspond to its actual level of utilization.

Neither the waste of the sacrificial meat on the one hand, nor
the industrial production of fertilizer and protein on the other, are
suited to maintain the economy and simplicity that correspond to the
tenets of Islam. Canning meat for distribution in the Islamic world
would not violate religious law but causes expenditure, because by
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canonical law it cannot be sold. These costs would have to be borne by
religious donation.

Plan of wady Muna and camp of the pilgrims
1- Egyptian caravan.

2- Syrian caravan.

3- Kheif mosque.

4- Camp of Turkish, Hedjaz,

and Beduin pilgrims.

5- Camp of poor Indian,

Yemen, and Negro pilgrims.

Houses occupied by people

of Makkah.

7- The first devil's pillar.

8- The second devil's pillar.

9- The last devil's pillar.

lo- The spot where Abraham

prepared to sacrifice his

son Ismayl.

11- Traditional place of sacrifice.

12- Paved steps on the road

towarde Makkah.

13- Traditional place of sacrifice.

The location of the sacrificing area according to J. L. Burckhardt.
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5.10 THE TRAFFIC SYSTEM

At present the pilgrim traffic inside the holy regions of the Hajj
consists of three components:

1. Pedestrian traffic

2. Users of public transportation (bus, lorry, pickup, taxi)

3. Users of private automobiles

Pedestrian traffic is traditionally the most important and today
accounts for more than half of all mileage that the pilgrims cover in the
holy regions, representing the strongest component of the total traffic.
Vehicular traffic, which is the main cause of inconvenience for
pedestrians, should be kept as a supporting system (infrastructure) for
the pedestrian system only.

510.1 The Rehabilitation of Pedestrian Traffic

Examination of the present state of pedestrian traffic has shown
that along its paths safety, dignity and order have to be reestablished. To
master this task architects, planners, engineers, administrators and
police require a reliable scientific foundation which guarantees the
balanced cooperation of specialists. Decisions must be made in regard to
the proportion and scale of the following components of the traffic
system.

1. Pedestrian traffic.
2. Public short- distance transportation in the holy areas of the
Hajj.

3. Carparks.
4. Emergency services.
5. Maintenance and supply vehicles.
6. Private vehicular traffic.
7. Public, long- distance transportation between Jeddah, Makkah
and Medina, which takes the pilgrims to and from the holy
areas.
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Several observations have led to the conclusion that the private
car traffic during the Hajj should be abolished. The plain of Muna has an
area of 380 ha and a parked car occupies standing room for 30 -40
pilgrims. Fifty -five thousand parked cars were counted in Arafat from
aerial photographs (Hajj Center, 1985). If they were all to park in Muna,
roads needed .for this purpose take up half the available area. Cars have
the additional attribute that they appear precisely where the pilgrims
want to be, so that the proportions worsen in critical regions.
Furthermore, one must not overlook the fire risk that densely parked
cars constitute. When cars are on the move, they present an even
greater problem. They are the cause of inconvenience through through
noise and air pollution. Mixed with pedestrians, they produce dangerous
situations as, for instance, at the start of the Nafra, or on the roads from
Muna to Makkah. One has no control over the technical safety of private
cars or the capability of their drivers.

Pilgrims driving often lose their way because they are not
familiar with the area, and this places an additional traffic load on the
road system. For technical as well as religious reasons, pedestrian
traffic should be dominant.

5.10.2 The Rehabilitation of Pedestrian Routes

The proportion of pedestrians in the overall traffic of the Hajj
will increase if the pilgrims' route is arranged in an appropriate
manner. The proportion of cars should be reduced in this way.

The whole distance from Jabl Al -Rahma in Arafat to the Great
Mosque in Makkah needs an exclusive pedestrian zone. It should be
uninterrupted, obvious and completely undisturbed by motor traffic. It
should be equipped so well that it makes the Hajj an easy, pleasant, safe
and dignified experience ( see page 66 - 69 ).

The following amenities are necessary along the way:

1. Sufficient access to drinking water.
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2. Shading roofs, especially for tent and praying areas. This
arrangement becomes important because in a few years, the Hajj will

occur in the hot season.

Proposal of shading roof.

3. Many pilgrims on foot lose their sandals in the crush at
the Jabl Al -Rahma or the Jimarat and they need a suitable surface to
walk on to prevent fatigue and excess heat from solar radiation, i.e.,
no asphalted or concrete surfaces, but instead, sand, wood, carpets or
light marble.

4. A refuse collection system which ensures that the way will
stay clean even during use, i.e., containers along the pilgrims' paths.

5. A coherent information system which allows the pilgrim to
reach his destination safely and in comfort.

6. Invalid pilgrims must be able to use the pedestrian way,
perhaps by an improved wheelchair system as found in Sa'i, or some
other means of transportation should be provided.

7. Luggage trolleys similar to those used at airports should be
available for pilgrims for their belongings. They must be lightweight yet
sturdy.

At appropriate intervals along the way the following facilities
must be provided:

8. Open areas for multiplicity of functions such as rest and
prayer, etc.
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9. In connection with these, washing facilities and toilets
should be provided in sufficient number to avoid prolonged waiting
lines. These areas should be easy to clean.

10. Areas for numerous kinds of commercial activities should be
provided in an appropriate way (i.e., restaurants, markets, food stores,
etc.).

11. An easily accessible public transportation system should be
available to support pedestrian routes, to serve the invalid, old, weak or
simply those pilgrims who do not wish to walk any further ( see the
proposal in page 166 & 167 ).

12. The route should have a suitable emergency and first aid
system with immediate access to all parts of the way.

13. Pedestrian ways and public areas used during the night must
be equipped with non - dazzling security lighting.

Proposal of safety light.

The overall capacity of this pedestrian system must be geared to
the transmission capabilities of the Jamarat and the Tawaf areas in such
a way that congestion is avoided. Before entering Muna, pilgrims coming
from Muzdalifa should be held back in waiting areas fitted with
controlled gates that admit no more than can pass the Jamarat without
congestion (100- 150,000 pilgrims /hr.). The old bottleneck at Muna's
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exit should be reconstructed to allow only as many pilgrims to pass as
can absolve the Tawaf (30- 50,000 /hr.) (Hajj Center).

Wailing areas with high densities of pilgrims in front of the
narrow passes should be given special attention. This applies especially
to the areas in front of the Jamarat in Muna and in front of the Great
Mosque in Makkah. They should be arranged so that all vital needs of
the pilgrims are taken care of and they can wait as contentedly and
calmly as possible. These installations should be run by trained police,
management and maintenance personnel. All important places of the
pilgrimage should be in an exclusively pedestrian zone or at least
connected to it so that they can be reached without confrontation with
motorcars. This applies to the pilgrims' accommodation in Makkah,
Muna and Arafat also.

The way between Muna and Makkah should be enriched by
offering pilgrims the alternatives of two existing paths over mountain
passes. These paths would allow pilgrims, who are strong enough for
the exertion, a view from a height of 630 m above sea level (about 300
m above the Mosque) over Makkah on the one side, and Aziziah and the
entrance to Muna on the other side.
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5.10.3 Vehicular Traffic

Even if the number of pilgrims on foot rises as a result of these
arrangements, the support of pedestrian flow by vehicular
transportation will still be needed. All previous investigations confirm
that this support can be achieved in the form of a shuttle service. A
vehicle should be designed especially for this task which can load and
unload pilgrims and luggage quickly and easily ( see page 66 - 69 ).

This should be geared to the hot climate of Makkah and move
along reserved tracks so slowly that even passengers who do not have a
firm hold are safe.

A campaign against the use of the pilgrims' own cars for the Hajj
will be successful if the area outside the holy region is provided with
sufficient space for parking private cars and coaches. These carparks
should be well equipped and guarded. For a start a carpark near Koday
exists for long- distance coaches. This park should be connected by
shuttle service to the pedestrian system, the holy places and the
pilgrims' accommodation, so that private cars are kept outside the
canonical borders of Arafat, Muzdalifa and Muna, as well as the inner
city of Makkah ( see page 66 - 69 ) .

With a well functioning rehabilitation of the pedestrian system, a
large number of pilgrims should agree to leave their cars at the carpark
to experience one of the elevating feelings of the Hajj, i.e., the merging
with the vast stream of pilgrims. The problems of motorcar traffic
should be solved without applying direct compulsion.
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5.11 Some Thoughts on Services and Infrastructure

For the pilgrims, the supply of fresh water, the collection of
refuse and the provision of sufficient toilets are the main problems of
the infrastructure.

5.11.1 The Freshwater Supply

The supply of freshwater from large containers should be
continued in the camps of the pilgrim guides in Arafat and Muna.
Before the arrival of the pilgrims, the containers are filled with enough
water for the duration of the Hajj. An improvement on the impractical
tin barrels would be flexible membrane containers. The water supply
along the pilgrims' way and in public areas cannot be solved in a
satisfactory manner with the containers now being used. The traditional
wells, which supplied a cistern where pilgrims could pump water, were
very efficient as was the water supply for Arafat, where parts of the
aqueduct 'Ain Zubeida were uncovered so that pilgrims could draw
water. This 'Ain Zubeida aqueduct should be restored in traditional
quality. Along the pilgrims's way, a subterranean aqueduct with cisterns
constructed at regular intervals is proposed. This aqueduct should have
a large cross section with slow running water driven by gravity.

This would guarantee that it functions reliably even though it
would be used once - a year. It can be fed from the large reservoirs of
Arafat, Muzdalifa and Muna. Since there would be no loss of water
through taps left running or otherwise malfunctioning technology, the
relative overall consumption would decrease. The introduction of a
standardized system for pumping water would help the pilgrims use
these arrangement correctly.
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5.11.2 Waste, Water Disposal and Toilets

The disposal of waste water and sewage must be considered with
regard to the yearly duration of usage of the various walkways and
valleys. Since conditions have changed comparatively little in the camps
of the pilgrim guides in Arafat, the traditional system can be retained.
The pilgrims' way from the public zones of Arafat to Muzdalifa and in
Muzdalifa itself is used for little more than 12 hours. Simple
arrangements should correspond to the traditional system. They should
be supplied on a larger scale to account for the increase in the number
of pilgrims.

In Muna where the facilities are in use for about three days and
density is much too short to merit an underground sewerage system,
the use of septic tanks in which sewage is stored until after the Hajj,
when they can be emptied and cleaned, is recommended. Since
between the times of the pilgrimages, public conveniences should not
be found everywhere in the empty valley of Muna, no permanent
buildings should be erected. Instead mobile installations, incorporating
toilets, a water reservoir and a septic tank should be supplied. These
should be erected before the Hajj and dismantled afterwards. They are
to be distributed in appropriate quantities and in a manner suited to the
Hajj. They must not disturb the appearance of the tent city.

On the way between Muna and Makkah as well as in the region
around the Great Mosque, toilets could be connected to the already
existing or planned local sewage system. They can be housed in
permanent buildings which can be integrated into the suburbs of
Makkah and into the architecture of the Great Mosque. The distribution
of the 5- 10,000 toilets, which are needed here, must be arranged
according to the pedestrian stream, i.e., with the greatest concentration
in the vicinity of the mosque in the waiting area where heavy congestion
can occur.
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5.11.3 Refuse Collection

A major problem is the removal of vast amounts of refuse which
accumulate in the holy places during the days of the pilgrimage. The
system can function when pilgrims initially find a clean environment
and a consistent disposal system along the way so that no litter can
collect. Once refuse is allowed to lie in the roads, passers -by will no
longer take care to keep the environment clean. This presupposes a
coordinated system of easily visible containers and cleaning personnel,
although these must not disturb the appearance of the Hajj. Ideally,
pilgrims should dispose of their own refuse using the provided litter
bins, but careless pilgrims or those who are not used to this system will
throw refuse down. This trash must be removed immediately by the
cleaning personnel, who should be connected by telephone to call for
empty containers or other help as needed. The system has to be
arranged in such a way - possibly with the aid of refuse compactors -
that it can accept waste matter without being carted away during the
Hajj, thereby loading the roads further.

5.11.4 The Police Force

The police force needs very specialized training because of the
unique problems of the Hajj which cannot be compared to normal traffic
conditions. They must know the holy areas well and must be able to give
pilgrims religious information that is reliable. They must conduct
themselves according to the canonical law and in every way set an
example.

A suitable uniform is recommended which will not disturb the
appearance of the Hajj and yet will be easily recognizable to draw the
pilgrims' attention. The battle dress of regular troops is extremely
impractical for the tasks of the Hajj and, for the traffic control, even
dangerous, because one cannot see such camouflaged policemen,
especially at night. Besides, they are often not respected by the
pilgrims. This constitutes a potential danger because even during a
panic, the pilgrims will not obey the instructions of the police.
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Supervision of the pilgrims' movement by TV cameras does not
appear to be in the spirit of the Hajj, because the TV eyes create an
uneasy feeling and provoke antagonism against the police on duty.

It would be better to have well trained observers at salient points
of the Hajj who can eliminate disturbances. They can be connected by
wireless communication with a control center capable of dealing with
unusual situations and able to make quick decisions with professional
precision. Most of the problems appearing during the Hajj are of a
rational kind. Since pilgrims are usually peaceful, aggression, although
canonically and legally inadmissable, does occur when supplies and
utilities are disrupted in their flow.

Once the movement has been restored to the extent that it flows
without being driven by the police, a much smaller force will be capable
of managing these difficult and complex tasks.

5.11.5 Information and Orientation

There is an urgent need for reliable and precise maps of the holy
places. A valid land register should be established. Only when reliable
documentation is on hand can the various movement processes and
patterns be analyzed and regulated. To solve the annoying problem of
pilgrims who have lost their way, up -to -date maps of Muna and Arafat
are needed to enable one to locate the changing positions of the
Mutawiffun's camps.

Because the traditional flow of information from the Hajjis to the
newcomers is no longer reliable, because the masses of pilgrims have a
very low educational level and because they are travelling for a short
time, the religious and practical knowledge of the pilgrims is no longer
sufficient for the satisfactory functioning of the Hajj.

It has been proposed that on long air flights to the pilgrimmage
films about the Hajj should be viewed which could make the pilgrims'
sojourn in the holy places much easier. Such films could enrich the
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waiting time at the ports of arrival. Additionally, upon the issue of their
visa, they should receive reliable information and maps which should be
available in the holy places. The maps must be produced in the pilgrims'
respective languages and be of a professional quality. Instructional films
and information data are needed for the police and the pilgrim guides
and other servants of the Hajj, so that a minimal level of common
knowledge can be established. Helpful, instructive films could be offered
by the Saudi Arabian government to the national TV companies of
Islamic countries to increase the knowledge of the Hajj of potential
pilgrims.

The other level of information is to be found in the holy places
themselves. The signposting using complicated cyphers and letters is
not a satisfactory means of directing the millions of pilgrims to their
individual destinations. In the place of such signposts, the direction and
location of essential services should be made self -evident. The few land
marks which exist should be sufficient for the pilgrims to orient
themselves. These would include the minarets of the Great Mosque in
Jakah, the Bilal Mosque on the Jabl Abu Kuways, the Akaba Mosque at
the entrance to Muna, the lanterns over the Jamarat and the holy region
of Makkah, the minarets of Arafat and the marking on the top of the
Jabl Al- Rahma, the natural contours of the mountain slopes with
sometimes very prominent silhouettes, e.g., the Jabl Al -Nur. The
traditional means of locating Muzdalifa at night was its illumination, a
large fire lit on one of the main hills in the valley.

The minarets of Muna should be reconstructed for this purpose
as well as the signs above the Jamarat. Such means should help locate
the places of sacrifice.

Public facilities should have modest yet memorable signs. The
camps of the pilgrim guides often carry certain banners or flags and can
be found easily by the pilgrims when the walkways in conjunction with
the points of orientation are well defined. The modern orthogonal road
grids are not suitable because continuous repetition of identical
elements makes orientation difficult. The natural multiplicity of shapes
of camps helps the pilgrim to recognize his own. A few signposts
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installed in special positions can deal with the remainder of
uncertainties. However, symbols should be used in place of signs that
are written in 8 to 10 different languages. Symbols used in other parts
of the world are not suitable for the requirements of the Hajj because
they are connected to a different culture. An appropriate symbolism for
the Hajj must be developed from historical sources, paying attention to
the function and unity of the appearance of the Hajj.

Further gaps in the information system should be filled by
specially trained police who are in contact with headquarters by walkie-
talkies. The camps of the Mutawiffun should be in radio -contact with
the same center which is capable of coordinating all kinds of assistance.
This arrangement would contribute to the safety of the pilgrims because
help could be summoned in cases of sickness and accidents.

5.11.6 Training of Personnel for the Hajj

The economic basis of the city of Makkah stems entirely from
the Hajj. A number of highly developed specialists have evolved. Besides
the Mutawiffun, there are the servants of the Great Mosque with their
own particular tasks of organization, cleaning and keeping order. There
are special transportation firms, tentmakers, barbers, photographers,
cooks, servants, porters and many others. As long as the Hajj followed a
tradition detail by detail, these professions were also bound by guilds
and trades to traditions that ensured their functioning during the Hajj.
Since the disappearance of many customs and the beginning of modern
times, the traditional basis of a profession has often been replaced by
ignorance which, coupled with greed, has produced an unbearable
situation for the Hajj. The government reacted by taking over a wide
range of activities, but up to now, no principle form of organization has
been found which could deal with the new problems in an appropriate
manner.

The Hajj is a complicated event with an extraordinary complex
infrastructure and unique development problems. It has its own history,
geography, ethnology, economy, ecology, human and veterinary
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medicine, architecture, design, administration and many other
disciplines and special areas of science in which professional
knowledge and ability are required. The study of all these subjects
within a special field of vision is necessary to call a halt to the cultural
decline of the Hajj and the holy places.

For some time, Makkah has had its own university which carries
courses on canonical law and theology up to graduation. A special
program should be introduced which relates to the needs of Makkah
and the Hajj with courses and research institutes aimed at these
problems. They would provide for an interesting study and professional
training, integrating research and education in a unique manner to
benefit students, pilgrims and Islamic tradition. Such a mixed faculty
would release the Hajj from its modern crisis and, at the same time,
generate a staff of professional bodies which could guarantee an optimal
functioning of the Hajj in a technically and culturally adequate way.
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Summary of the Findings

The two most highly developed tent towns in the world are
situated in the proximity of Makkah. They are erected every year for the
hundreds of thousands of pilgrims who visit the holy city on the
occasion of the Islamic pilgrimage, the Hajj. This is an accurately
described rite which in a single great movement over the period of five
days includes the Tawaf and Sa'i (the circling around the Ka'ba and the
running to and fro between Safa and Marwa), the move of the pilgrims
to the plain of Arafat and there the Wuquf (Standing at the Mount of
Mercy), the Nafra (the nocturnal walk from Arafat to Muzdalifa), the
entering of Muna and there the Jamarat (the daily lapidation of the
three pillars, symbolizing the devil), the slaughter of a sacrificial animal
and back again in Makkah, the Tawaf Al -lfada (a further circling of the
Ka'ba) and further rites, acts and traditional customs.

According to the Koran the history of the Hajj dates back to
Abraham, who called all mankind to the pilgrimage to the Ka'ba in
Makkah (the first house of God on Earth, which he built).

Nomadic and settled elements have merged in the tent cities
that are erected for the pilgrims in the plain of Arafat (about 19 km east
of Makkah) for one day only, and in the narrow valley of Muna (between
Arafat and Makkah) for three days, in a manner characteristic of the
flowering of the Islamic culture.

Many of the greatest manifestations of the traditional world have
fallen victim to modern developments, and the same fate is also
threatening the tent cities. For hundreds of years the pilgrimage
brought up to half a million pilgrims to Makkah for the feast days, but
the disturbed times of the last century reduced the number
significantly. Through the fundamentalist revival of the religion
throughout all classes of society in the Islamic countries and the
introduction of jet airplanes and motor cars as a means to ease long
distance travel, the number of pilgrims (about 200,000 in 1950) has
increased tenfold up until the present day.
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However, even movements which are part of the rite inside the
holy areas have become motorized, for instance, the Nafra and the
entering of Muna. It is easy to imagine how two million pilgrims
represent a traffic problem of vast proportions if consideration is given
to the fact that they all want to go simultaneously to the Jamarat al Akba
in order to throw their pebbles at it.

For more than twenty years the government of Saudi Arabia has
tried to cope with the resulting chaos by the introduction of a modern
infrastructure, mainly new traffic routes. This has led to a further
impairment of the Hajj. Due to the presence of this very infrastructure,
space is limited.

This applies particularly to the narrow valley of Muna where the
crisis is most apparent. Here a large site demand for gigantic traffic
arrangements conflicts with the spatial requirements of the number of
pilgrims. By using more and more space for the vehicles of pilgrims,
who, in turn, have to be accommodated in relatively denser conditions
in the remaining areas, a hopeless situation arises, taking away more
and more space from the tent cities and restricting it to parts of the
valley.

This critical situation can apparently be overcome by gigantic
multistory buildings for accommodation. Thus, also the tents are
jeopardized by the newly built highrise blocks in which the pilgrims are
accommodated as in hotels.

Three circumstances denote this critical situation: First, the
place of the holy rituals are overcrowded. Dangerous crushes occur
when, for instance, the pilgrims push toward the Jamarat in a
seemingly endless crowd and wish to perform the ritual lapidation in a
time span of only about 6 hours, or when all pilgrims (i.e., 1.5 to 2
million) after this action want to absolve the Tawaf Al -lfada (the circling
of the Ka'ba at the end of their Hajj) as soon as possible although the
capacity of the Mataf (the area around the Ka'ba) is no more than 30-
40,000 pilgrims /hour.
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Second, the new traffic routes and the means and methods of
transportation are not appropriate for the onset of millions of pilgrims,
specifically because their provision cannot help increase the capacity of
the ritual places - in particular the Tawaf - but instead diminishes it
through the blockages caused by the arriving pilgrims.

Third, all facilities for accommodation are full to capacity and
overcrowded; moreover, the related infra- structure is totally
insufficient, especially in the case of sanitary arrangements.

Within canonical law, there are no unobjectionable ways to
reduce the number of pilgrims to an appropriate measure. One must
continue to reckon with the accommodation of all pilgrims who might
want to come to Hajj. On the one hand, this calls for a voluntary
limitation of the pilgrim to his real needs, and, on the other, for
measures in the infrastructure oriented towards a high efficiency in the
pilgrims' accommodations and transportation.

It was ascertained that the most efficient form for pilgrims'
transportation on short stretches (of 5 to 11 km) between Arafat and
Makkah is the pedestrian traffic; likewise for their accommodation in
the holy valleys is the tent town.

From this it follows that the tent cities remain as meaningful as
they always were for the accommodation of the pilgrims, and that the
pedestrian traffic be rehabilitated as the principal means of
transportation. Using modern knowledge and methods, the tent cities
and the pilgrims' paths can be brought into a form, which fulfills the
present day requirements while still preserving the tradition.
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Measures for the Rehabilitation of the Traditional
Movement and Accommodation of the Hajj

The following items are a compilation of the steps for the
rehabilitation of order, safety and dignity in the infrastructural system of
the Haj.j. The order in which individual measures are presented here is
not intended to be a schedule nor to indicate their relative importance.
It should be pointed out that it is a holistic concept. To change or to
execute these proposals only in part may have consequences that
render the entire program questionable.

Traffic Movements

1) A pedestrian system, totally separated from the vehicular
traffic, should be established from the Jabl Al- Rahma to the Haram
Mosque. The system will be so effective that pilgrims will leave their
cars in order to walk the Hajj on foot.

2) This pedestrian axis should be equipped, where appropriate,
with shading roofs, prayer, rest and market areas.

3) Access to drinking water and toilets should be provided all
along the pilgrims' path.

4) An improved version of the wheelchair system traditionally
used at the Sa'i should be installed for handicapped pilgrims.

5) Light luggage trolleys such as those at airports should be
made available.

6) All pedestrian areas should be fitted with non- dazzling safety
lighting of a minimal intensity so the light of the full moon can be
utilized during the Hajj.

7) The pedestrian axis should be equipped with a
comprehensive emergency and first aid system.
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8) Private vehicles should be eliminated from the pilgrim main
traffic flow ( see page 66 - 69 ).

Makkah
4 km.

Muna Muzdalifa
6 km. 7 km.

Arafat

J
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NMI Shuttle
Pedestrian

Private vehicles road

9) In the densest areas of Muna pedestrian traffic should be
raised on a bridge as a transitional measure. This way, segregation of
pedestrians and vehicles should be achieved before the completion of
the system. At the same time, this would help the pilgrims' orientation.

1 t

Elevating the pedestrian axis

10) To support the pedestrian movement on the short stretches
between Arafat and Muna (4 -20 km), slow trains which run on tires,
similar to the Disneyland trains, should be proposed. They should be
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open air and allow for quick loading and unloading of passengers and
baggage. They should operate as a shuttle service, which should be
accessible from all major areas of activity, the frequency of which should
be geared to the varying intensity of the pilgrims' movement. They
should run on special roads or reserved lands.

11) For the pilgrims' private vehicles well- equipped, supervised
car -parks should provided outside the holy areas. They should be
connected to the areas of activity by the long -distance transportation
system and the shuttle service.

12) When this combination of pedestrian traffic and public
shuttle train service functions, a general prohibition on the use of
private cars for the Hajj should be introduced.

As a result of these measures, certain traffic structures become
superfluous and should be removed. First, the orthogonal road grid of
Arafat and the Car -park -like surface in Muzdalifa, most of the new road
bridges of Muna should be dispensed with.

13) In Arafat and Muna the pilgrims should continue to be
accommodated in tent camps. For this purpose tents should be
improved technically and aesthetically by eliminating the guy ropes,
offering a better range of colors for the interior, and making them
flame- resistant.

14) The Mutawiffun should be advised to subdivide their camps
into groups, each with 250 pilgrims looked after by an assistant or the
Mutawaf himself.
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15) The pilgrims should be accommodated in Arafat as before.
Through an optimization of the land use, which should work to a density
of 2 -3000 pilgrims per hector, the situation is improved considerably
with the removal of non- essential arrangements inside the canonical
borders of Arafat, e.g., the heliport and some of the police camps.
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In Muna

16) In Arafat, all permanent structures built after 1950 to house
public functions should be replaced by large tents, which blend
harmoniously with the appearance of the tent city especially the Lost -
and -Found halls, the numerous concrete fences and gateways which
disturb Arafat's image and the large floodlights.

17) In Muzdalifa the natural sandy ground surface, which is
suited to pedestrian traffic, should be restored, and the floodlights
removed. Since no large tent town is erected here, the pilgrims should
be offered blankets and mattresses, possibly on hire.

18) In Muna, all available areas should be brought into use for
tent camps. The pilgrims' camps should be well organized and arranged
for maximal densities of 3500 -4000 pilgrims per hectares. All
arrangements that are not essential within the canonical borders should
be removed. In this way, 20 -30 ha should be gained (about 10% of the
surface of Muna, as used today. The removal of unnecessary traffic
structures and car parks yields another 100 ha (about 35% of the area
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as currently used). Thus, 300 -350 hectares of the valley can be used for
tent camps as opposed to the 220 ha available.

19) The rest of the area required can be gained by a sensitive
terracing of the mountain slopes. This can secure an additional 50 -100
ha for tent camps.

20) If more area is required for more than 2 million pilgrims,
then the steep slopes within Muna's canonical borders should be used
for the pilgrims' accommodation. Tents on adaptable platforms should
be suitable' for these conditions. (These platforms are installed only for
the duration of the Hajj and dismantled and stored afterwards along
with the rest of the tent city). They should be constructed in a manner
that leaves no traces in the landscape.

Tents for Muna's mountain slopes.

21) For the pilgrims' accommodation and the related activities
and functions, the traditional city centers of Makkah and Medina should
be reconstructed. Likewise the historical quarters that are linked to
center city should be renovated and revived by the removal of new hotel
buildings.
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Mosques

22) In recent years the mosques of Arafat, Muzdalifa and Muna
have been replaced by new, larger buildings, but they cannot
accommodate all the pilgrims. These buildings, which are
architecturally unaesthetic, should be replaced by large fabric shading
roofs that are erected only at the time of the Hajj and dismantled
afterward. In Muzdalifa, where the congregational prayer occurs at
night, a fenced enclosure would suffice. The historical Mashar Al Haram
and Al Kheif Mosques should be reconstructed.

23) The inner court of the Great Mosque once was equipped
with convertible sunshades. New ones should be constructed in
accordance with modern technical standards. They would be open on
Fridays throughout the whole year.

24) The Great Mosque in Makkah can hold about half the
pilgrims for Friday prayers during the time of the Hajj. Therefore, all
the surrounding areas, which are no longer used by vehicles, should be
made available for prayer.

As in Arafat and Muna, large shade roofs should be set up for as
long as they are required. They are brought into use for the rush on the
Tawaf Al- Ifada, when the surroundings of the mosque serve as a waiting
area for the masses of pilgrims. By incorporating its surroundings, the
mosque will open the town to a greater degree, thus bringing together
Muslims praying inside and outside.
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25) The Jamarat Bridge should be removed. New arrangements
should be designed with railings of greater diameter around the pillars
so more pilgrims can stone the Jimar simultaneously. A better guidance
system should be established.

.
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26) The historical houses in the Jamarat area should retained
and reconstructed, provided that they do not disturb the functioning of
the tent city. They are needed to subdivide, attenuate and direct the
large, continuous crowd of pilgrims.

27) To enhance the natural regulation of the rush on the Tawaf
area, which follows the execution of the Jamarat, the natural narrowing
at the neck of the valley of Muna should be reconstructed.

28) The rush on all three Jimarat on the 11th and 12th days of
the Hajj month should be regulated by a fine adjustment of the capacity
of the walkways leading from the pilgrims' accommodation to
correspond to that of the Jamarat area to avoid large congestions.

29) Huge agglomerations of pilgrims in the open areas around
the Jimarat will be avoided by the installation of suitable barriers,
counteracting a locking of the crowd. They provide shelter to those
pilgrims who cannot stand the crush in the crowd.
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The Sacrifice:

30) A further improvement can be achieved if more sacrifices
are offered in the camps of the Mutawifun and immediately used to feed
the pilgrims as is traditional.

31) The surface area required for a central sacrificing area
should be reduced and moved to its traditional place, north of the
Jamarat area. This would reduce the amount of internal circulation. The
large installations that were erected in 1975 on Muna's eastern
boundary and in its side valleys should be removed.

Traditional places of sacrifice ( see page 121 ).

Fresh Water Supply:

32) Fresh water will be supplied to the public by an aqueduct,
fitted with cisterns, which keep the water cool. From these, the
pilgrims pump water. This traditional, hygienic method has a higher
efficiency and a lower liability to failure than a system consisting of steel
pipes with taps.

33) Fresh water should be stored in the camps in flexible
membrane containers instead of the tin drums.

34) A container system in the care of maintenance personnel
should be provided for the collection of refuse along the pedestrian
routes and in the camps. It should be large enough to store all refuse
hygienically until it is removed after the Hajj .
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Toilet Facilities:

35) In Arafat, many more toilets are needed than have been
available in the past. They should be concentrated in the vicinity of the
Namira Mosque, the Jabl Al -Rahma and at every point at which the
pilgrims must wait or their movement is congested. However, since the
pilgrims sojourn in Arafat for only about 12 hours, simple mobile
arrangements would suffice here, similar to traditional facilities, which
also would be retained in the camps. These arrangements are adequate
for the routes between Arafat and Muna on which about 500 toilets
would be provided every kilometer and concentrated installations for
the surroundings of the mosque in Muzdalifa.

36) Mobile toilet facilities should be provided for the tent camps
in Muna. Each unit should include 8 toilets with washing facilities and a
15 -20 m3 water tank corresponding to the requirements of pilgrim
groups of up to 250 people. The waste water should be stored in tanks
underneath the toilets and treated after the Hajj.
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Similar mobile facilities which are larger should be joined to
form more extensive arrangements and set up in sufficient quantities in
the waiting areas of the Jamarat, near the Kheif Mosque, in the
sacrificing areas and along the main pilgrim routes in Muna.

37) Along the way from Muna to Makkah, as well as in the
surroundings of the Great Mosque about 5 -10000 toilets are needed.
They should be installed in permanent buildings which should be
integrated into the existing architecture and connected to public utility
networks.

38) The principle mode of use of all toilet systems must conform
to Islamic customs. They must function in a simple and obvious way so
that they are used in the manner intended and kept clean by all
pilgrims, even those coming from remote parts of the Islamic world
who are not accustomed to western norms.

Information and Orientation.

MINAREIS OF AL HAMM AS
SHARIF IN MAKKAN

' Y

BILAI_ MOSO.UE EVE'S TOMB 1N JEDDAH

39) The pedestrian traffic can only function if the pilgrims can
satisfactorily orient themselves by means of landmarks and appropriate
auxiliary information. Above all, the routes should follow a natural and
obvious path. Great care should be taken that the former landmarks
remain in operation. The following function as such: the Bilal Mosque,
the minarets of the Haram Sharif, the Turkish castle (Kalt Jiyad), the
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profile of Jabl Al -Nur, the mosque at Akaba, the gorge at the entrance to
Muna, the dome of the Kheif Mosque, the Mashar Al Haram Mosque in
Muzdalifa, the Namira Mosque in Arafat, the summit of Jabl Al -Rahma
which is marked by a stone pillar and the various stone boundary
markers at each of the holy areas. The historical buildings and
landmarks should be reconstructed authentically. In this way, the
Muslims' traditional knowledge of the holy areas would be utilized again.

THE OLD wElF tIOSaUE

THE OLD W1MtRA

MOSQUE W ARAFAT

40) For the signposts and markings that are necessary in
addition to this, an information system should be developed. It should
be appropriate to the image of the Hajj and to the Islamic culture.

41) A general information center that police, pilgrim guides and
other auxiliary personnel can reach by radio telephone at any time
should be set up.

42) The diverse individual appearance of the Mutawiffun's camps
helps the pilgrim recognize his lodgings. This should be encouraged, as
well as the custom of displaying standards and flags above the camps or
erecting tents with typically colored or ornamented walls.

43) Information films shown to pilgrims travelling long distance,
during the flight or while they wait at the ports of arrival, should be
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produced. Such films should be broadcast by the television companies
and distributed to Islamic cultural centers all over the world.

44) Maps and information material should be produced for
pilgrims, Mutawiffun and the police.

45) Objective information material, which does not camouflage
the difficult situation which the Hajj finds itself should be produced. It
would present the facts to discourage those pilgrims who cannot or do
not want to cope with the hardships involved. Information of this kind
should be offered to Muslims who apply for visas in the embassies of
Saudi Arabia and would be broadcast on television in countries from
which come the largest number of pilgrims. All tourist propaganda is
abandoned.

46) To guarantee the functioning of all infrastructural systems,
scientifically established maxima for the numbers of pilgrims should be
determined. Planning on an organizational and technical level
coordinate and ensure the cooperation of the various authorities and
disciplines involved.

47) For the religious, organizational and technical administration
of the Hajj, a special education for experts of the disciplines involved
should be undertaken with appropriate curricula at the University of
Makkah. Vocational training centers are set up for the various auxiliary
bodies of the Hajj.
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CONCLUDING

A characteristic of the Hajj is that even the most subordinate
actions are lifted to the order of the liturgy through the example of the
Prophet. Over the centuries, out of his accurately documented customs
has arisen the little altered pattern of the Islamic pilgrimage, a
traditional form, which like all cultural institutions follow in an
unbroken chain from a divine revelation, possesses a great inner and
outer beauty.

One thinks of the wonder of the great caravans, crossing the
desert on a quarter of a million camels to reach the sanctuary of
Makkah, or the Kiswa, the black silk robe of the Ka'ba, which, renewed
each year, shows most refined calligraphy and a decoration, the
uplifting walk with the great stream of pilgrims on the night of the
Nafra, and, of course, the unique tent cities. Everything was part of
religion. There was no rupture between the rite of the Hajj and the
other activities that necessarily belong to it. Step by step, however, the
elements of a foreign infrastructure intruded on this closed tradition.

The liturgically important walking of the Hajj was superseded by
the automobile. The tent city of Muna was stifled by traffic and hotel
structures. The once famed inner city of Makkah had to give way to a
ring -road lined with high rise hotels. If this development is not called
to a halt, it will only come to an end once all the traditional forms of the
Islamic pilgrimage have been destroyed.

The preservation of the remaining cultural treasures has now
become a self- evident necessity. The present state of Islam's most holy
cities is appalling. How is it possible that all the beautiful houses, the
landscape, the unique tent cities and the attire of the people could have
been so brutally superseded by the forms of profane industrial
production.

"One is often surprised that the oriental people, including those who are

known as the most artistically gifted, mostly fail completely when judging

western products by their beauty. All the monstrosities, stemming from
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the world of the machine, and also the trivialities of a certain art, spread in

the orient with an incredible ease....

Since the West began to intrude into ancient civilizations, one has been

able to find the most perfect creations of art next to the most vulgar
products of industry. These confusing contradictions occur not only in the

field of art but almost everywhere; not to mention that in a healthy culture

every man-made object stems somehow from "art," because no sharp

dividing line exists here between art and craft. The interpretation of this

paradox is, however, very simple:

The forms - even the most insignificant - are only incidentally the work of

man; essentially they originate from the same superhuman source, whence

all true culture comes, and this means that the artist who lives in an
unruptured culture works under the law - or under the inspiration - of a

Genius that exceeds him; hence he is basically only His tool and all he

needs is skill and ability. It follows therefore that the taste of the
individual plays a comparatively unimportant part in the production of

such artforms; as soon as the spiritually unconscious individual sees
himself confronted with a form that is foreign to his cultural genius, he

becomes as helpless as a rudderless ship. (Schuon, F. 1977)"

Time cannot be turned back; one cannot reverse the
developments which led to the devastating changes in the Hajj.
However, it should be pointed out that the rite of Hajj is a movement
that reminds one of the transiency of human existence, the timeless
expression of which is the walking of the pilgrims and the mobile city,
the tent city, that appears overnight and disappears, without leaving a
trace.

For this reason the traditional movement of the pilgrims and the
tent cities must be preserved because the efficiency is unparalleled.

This report is dedicated to the possibilities of maintaining these
important components of the phenomenon of the Hajj as a whole in
hopes that its traditional quality can be regenerated by eliminating
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automobiles from the tent cities and by redirecting the movement of
pilgrims under present conditions.

The holistic form of such phenomena as the Hajj is usually
neither perceived nor acknowledged by western technological advisers
since it is beyond their cultural horizon. All over the Third World this
fact has led to inestimable damage, because many western technologists
declare everything as primitive and backward that has not yet received
the doubtful blessings of a motorized civilization. They answer these
accusations by saying that the client wishes it so, although in reality the
client can only choose from what they recommend, while they rarely
mention the negative side effect to him.

There no longer exists a "New ", "Old" or "Third World."
Technology itself forces us to regard the globe as a whole, within which
everyone within the range of its possibilities is responsible for the
decisions he consciously makes.
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Glossary
Ali: Close companion and son -in -law of the Prophet

Ain Zuhaida: Zubaida's Well, aqueduct from the mountains to Makkah

Aiysha: Youngest wife of the Prophet, daughter of Abu Bakr

Arafat: Holy valley about 18 km east of Makkah

Ayain: Plural of Youm, day

Ayam AI 'fashwïq: Days of the Meat Strips; 10th to 12th Dhu- A1- Hejjah

Youm Al -Adha: Sacrificing Day, 10th of Dhu -Al- Hejjah

Youm AI- Nafra: Departure Day, 12th Dhu -Al- Hejjah

Ayat: Sign, verse of Qur'an

Bah: Gate, door

Bah AI- Salun)

Bah Al Urnma) Three main gates of the Great Mosque in Makkah

Bah Al- Malik)

Bait Allah: House of God (Ka'ha)

Dhu Al Qad : Holy month before the Hajj month

D110- Al- l- lejjah: Hajj month

Dhu- Al- Hulleifa: Place close to Medina

I )huhn: Noon Prayer

I aud: Obligation

Iaju: Dawn prayer

Iladi: Sacrificial animal

I ladith: Recorded saying or act of the Prophet on the Sahaba

I ¡ajen. Huger: Second wife of Ibrahim, mother of Ismail

flajj: Pilgrimage of the Muslims

I lajj Mahrur: Wishes of pilgrims: accepted Hajj by God

Hajji, Hajjah: Pilgrim, fem. pilgrim

AI -1 tajen Al- Aswad: The Black Stone in the Ka 'ba

Flamm: Prohibition, sanctuary

I laramein: The two sanctuaries Makkah and Medina

I larcin: The forbidden' area in a house, women's quarters

I lcjjar: Today the western province of Saudi Arabia; Land of Pilgrimage

1 lijr Ismail: Semicircular area north of the Ka'ba which is considered part of the building

I lejra: The prophet emigrant from Makkah to Medina (622 A.D. = 1 A.H.)

Ibrahim: Abraham, father of Ismail

Id: Feast
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Id Al -Adha: Sacrificing feat, 10th of Dhu- Al- Hejjah

Id Al -Fitr: Feast after the fasting month

Hiram: Pilgrim's garment, two unsewn white cloths

Islam: Surrender, peace; the most recent monotheistic religion of revelation

Ismail: Son of Ibrahim and patriarch of the Arabs

JabL Mountain, hill

.labl Abu Kubays: Mountain at the foot of which is the Holy Safa

:labt Al -Nur: Mountain of Light, south of Makkah, where the Prophet received the first

Quaranic revelation

Jabl Al-Rahina: Moumain of Mercy in Arafat

.lamarat, Jimar: The one to he stoned,: stone pillar in Muna; plural for the three pillars in Muna

Jainarat Al- Akaba: The most western pillar, great.

Al -Jimar Al- Wusta: Middle pillar, "middle"

AI -.lima Al- Sogra: Eastern pillar, "small"

Jeddah: Makkah's port on the Red Sea

.tizan: Town in the South of Saudi Arabia on the border of Yemen

juma: Prayer with sermon of Fridays at noon

Kaaba: Greatest sanctuary of the Muslims, "God's first house"

Kadi: Islamic judge

Keif Mosque: Mosque in Muna

Khutbah: Speech or sermon

Kibla: Prayer direction for Muslims toward the'Ka'ba

Maghrib: Canonical prayer after sunset.

Maqam Ibrahim: Abraham's station in front of the Ka'ba

Marwa: Holy hill in Makkah, about 350 m south of Safa

Mitsjid: Mosque

Al- Masjid Al- Haram: Great mosque in Makkah

Masjid Al- Kheif: Mosque in Muna

Masjid Namira: Mosque in Arafat

Mataf: Places of Tawaf (area around the Ka'ba)

Mawagit, Miqat: Places to don the Ihram, (singular)

Al- Madina Al- Munawara: "The radial city," hometown of theProphet

Manarah: Minaret

Muhammod: "The Praised ". Naine of the Prophet of the Islamic religion

Muharram: Holy month after the Hajj month

Muhassab: Valley close to Makkah
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Mutawaf, Mutawiffuu: Pilgrim guides in Makkah (sing., plural)

luzd<rlifa: Holy valley about 12 kin east of Makkah

N at is Departure

Nafra: Mass departure of the pilgrims from Arafat after sunset

Nahr: Sacrificial slaughter

Namira: Location in Arafat where the Prophet had pitched his camp

Intercalculation, used by the pre -Islamic Arabs

Oinrah: "Visit," a ritual that can be performed throughout the year

Qur'an, Koran: "Lecture," holy book of revelations of the Muslims

Ramadhan: Month of fasting

Safa: Sanctuary at the foot of the holy hill, Jabl Abu Kubays

Sahaba: The close companions of the Prophet

Shaytan: Satan

S hamiah: The Islamic canonical law

Sira: Biography of the Prophet

Sura: One of the 114 chapters of the Qur'an

fail: Mountain town at the boundary of Hejjaz

Tawaf: Circling the Ka'ba seven times

Tawaf Al- Qudum: The arriving Tawaf at the beginning of the stay in Makkah

"Tawaf Al- Ifada: Tawaf that completes the rites of the Hajj

Tawaf Al -Wida: Greeting tawaf, when leaving Makkah

Wadi: Dry river bed

Wadi l'atirna: Famous valley between Makkah and Jeddah

Wuyut: "Standing" ritual in Arafat.

Yemen: Country in the south of the Arabian Peninsula

Zakat: Alms, tax for the poor

7.arn Zain: Holy spring inside Al- Masjid Al -Haram in Makkah
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The Islamic calendar
Comparative Tables of AH and CE Dates
The Islamic era is based on the Hijrah. the migration of the Prophet Muhammad from Makkah to Medina. which
took place on 16 July 622 CE. The Islamic year is lunar, and has 354 days. There are approximately 103 Hijri
years to a Gregorian century; AH stands for Anno Hegirae (hegira being the Latinized form of Hijrah), and
CE for Christian Era. The Hijri year begins on the day of the month indicated.

THE HIJRAH MONTHS AH CE AH CE AH CE AH CE
Mubarram 1 622 16 July 600 1203 10 September 1160 1747 13 January 1362 1943 8 January
Safer 10 631 9 April 610 1213 23 May 1170 1756 26 September 1363 1943 28 December
Rabi al Awwal 20 640 21 December 620 1223 4 February 1180 1766 .9 June 1364 1944 17 December
Rabi al Thani 30 650 4 September 630 1232 18 October 1190 1776 21 February 1365 1945 6 December
Jumadal Awwal 40 660 17 May 640 1242 1 July 1200 1785 4 November 1366 1946 25 November
Jumada? 'Mani 50 670 29 January 650 1252 14 March 1.210 1795 18 July 1367 1947 15 November
Rajab 60 679 13 October 660 1261 26 November 1220 1805 1 April 1368 1948 3 November
Sbaban 70 689 25 June 670 1271 9 August 1230 1814 14 December 1369 1949 24 October
Ramadan 80 699 9 March 680 1281 22 April 1240 1824 26 August 1370 1950 13 October
Shawwal 90 708 20 November 690 1291 4 January 1250 1834 10 May 1371 1951 2 October
Dhu'l-Qadah 100 718 3 August 700 1300 16 September 1260 1844 =January 1372 1952 21 September
Dhu'lHijjah 110 728 16 April 710 1310 31 May 1270 1853 4 October 1373 1953 10 September

120 737 29 December 720 1320 12 February 1280 1863 18 June 1374 1954 30 August
130 747 11 September 730 1329 25 October 1290 1873 1 March 1375 1955 20 August
140 757 25 May 740 1339 9 July 1300 1882 12 November 1376 1956 8 August
150 767 6 February 750 1349 22 March 1310 1892 26 July 1377 1957 29 July
160 776 19 October 760 1358 3 December 1318 1900 1 May 1378 1958 18 July
170 786 3 July , 770 1368 16 August 1319 1901 20 April 1379 1959 7 July
180 796 16 March 780 1378 30 April 1320 1902 10 April 1380 1960 26 June
190 805 27 November 790 1388 11 January 1321 1903 30 March 1381 1961 15 June
200 815 11 August 800 1397 24 September 1322 1904 18 March 1382 1962 4 June
210 825 24 April 810 1407 8 June 1323 1905 8 March 1383 1963 25 May
220 835 5January 820 1417 18 February 1324 1906 25 February 1384 1964 13 May
230 844 18 September 830 1426 2 November 1325 1907 14 February 1385 1965 2 May
240 854 2 June 840 1436 16 July 1326 1908 4 February 1386 1966 22 April
250 864 13 February 850 1446 29 March 1327 1909 23 January 1387 1967 11 April
260 873 27 October 860 1455 11 December 1328 1910 13 January 1388 1968 31 March
270 883 11 July 870 1465 24 August 1329 1911 2 January 1389 1969 20 March
280 893 23 March 880 1475 7 May 1330 1911 =December 1390 1970 9 March
290 902 5 December 890 1485 18 January ' 1331 1912 11 December 1391 1971 27 February
300 912 18 August 900 1494 2 October 1332 1913 30 November 1392 1972 16 February
310 922 1 May 910 1504 14 June . 1333 1914 19 November 1393 1973 4 February
320 932 13 January 920 1514 26 February 1334 1915 9 November 1394 1974 25 January
330 941 26 September 930 1523 10 November 1335 1916 28 October 1396 1975 14 January
340 951 9 June 940 1533 23 July 1336 1917 17 October 1396 1976 3 January
350 961 20 February 950 1543 6 April 1337 1918 7 October 1397 1976 23 December
360 970 4 November 960 1552 18 December 1338 1919 26 September 1398 1977 12 December
370 980 17 July 970 1562 31 August 1339 1920 15 September 1399 1978 2 December
380 990 31 March 980 1572 14 May 1340 1921 4 September 1400 1979 21 November
390 999 13 December 990 1582 26 January 1341 1922 24 August 1401 1980 9 November
400 1009 25 August 1342 1923 14 August 1402 1981 30 October
410 1019 9 May Transfer from Julian to 1343 1924 2 August 1403 1982 19 October
420 1029 20 January Gregorian calendar 1344 1925 22 July 1404 1983 8 October
430 1038 3 October 1345 1926 12 July 1406 1984 27 September
440 1048 16 June 1000 1591 19 October 1346 1927 1 July 1406 1985 16 September
450 1058 28 February 1010 1601 2 July 1347 1928 20 June 1407 1986 6 September
460 1067 11 November 1020 1611 16 March 1348 1929 9 June 1408 1987 26 August
470 1077 25 July 1030 1620 26 November 1349 1930 29 May 1409 1988 14 August
480 1087 8 April 1040 1630 10 August. 1350 1931 19 May 1410 1989 4 August
490 1096 19 December 1050 1640 23 April 1351 1932 7 May 1411 1990 24 July
500 1106 2 September 1060 1650 4 January 1352 1933 26 April 1412 1991 13 July
510 1116 16 May. 1070 1659 18 September 1353 1934 16 April 1413 1992 2 July
520 1126 27 January 1080 1669 1 June 1354 1935 5 April 1414 1993 21 June
530 1135 11 October 1090 1679 12 February 1366 1936 24 March 1415 1994 10 June
540 1145 24 June 1100 1688 26 October 1356 1937 1.4 March 1416 1995 31 May
550 1155 7 March 1110 1698 10 July 1357 1938 3 March 1417 1996 19 May
560 1164 18 November 1120 1708 23 March 1358 1939 21 February 1418 1997 9 May
570 1174 2 August 1130 1717 5 December 1359 1940 10 February 1419 1998 28 April
580 1184 14 April 1140 1727 19 August 1360 1941 29 January 1420 1999 17 April
590 1193 27 December 1150 1737 1 May 1361 1942 19 January 1421 2000 6 April

The Islamic Calendar, A Comparative Table of AH and CE Dates.
Source: Stacey International. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 1985.
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